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The purpose ofthis projC(:t was to develop a primary Core French program to meet the
needs ofstudents and teachers in the primary grades (English stream) in the schools of
Newfoundland and Labrador. The project report contains a development plan that
describes the rationale for the proposed program in terms ofbac:kground information,
needs. and problem analysis. The procedure and methodology for conducting a needs
assessme.nt is discussed. followed by a description and analysis of the results of the
survey/questionnaire distributed to 390 primary teachers within the Avalon East School
Board. The results of the survey/questionnaire combined with information gleaned from
the lilerature review form the basis for development of the primary Core French
program. The components oft.he program are discussed, specifically the curriculum
guide that is the final and major component of the project The report concludes with a
summary of points that describe the purpose and potential value oft.he proposed
program. followed by recommendations for its implementation and evaluation.
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"Throoghouc blsrory, the human ability to communicate: effectively in more than
one language has been essential to developing interactions and interrelationships
between groups ofpeople from diffm:nt language t.ckgrounds~ (Miramontes. Nadeau,
& Commins, 1997, p. 21). The failure ofculturaJlyllinguislically diverse groups to
communicate effectively CUI breed misundcrstandiJlg, misundcrstaDding breeds
confusion, and confusion breeds contempt. Convmely, facility with a second: language
promotes positive and mcaningfullmeractions and interrelarionships, and encourages
undemanding, sensitivity and empathy for other cu1rures. Sccond-lanpae icuning CUI
also produce perwnaJ benefits for the individuaJ. II can facilitate a deeper cognitive
understanding and linguistic awareness of the struc11.lI'e ofone's own native language; it
can open the door to a greater number ofcareer choices and opportwtjties; and, it can
facilitate tnl.velling in puts oftbe cowmy where. second Language is spoken. In that
Canada is a bilingual country, students ofNewfoww:llaDd and Latndor may benefit from
sccond-Ianguage skills in order to "pave the fOld'" for more positive intcrxtions with
their FrenctH:1DIdian COWIta'J*U. ~Iancua&c skills may also cDhance and
expand their career opportunities. and prepare tbem for travel at home and Ilbn:MM1 If
the education system is to meet societal needs, 5eCOQd.laDauaae instNcbon must
meaningfully and effectively occur in our scbools. This project is premised on the
assumption that. to be most effective. ioscrucbon sbouk1 begin in the plinwy sradc:s.
SNdents in NewfouocllaDd and I..abndor curmttly~ the oppornmilY 10
develop_~ skiDs tbroutlb Core Frcncb IIId EarlyI1Atc FlCllCh Immcnioo
programs. in accordaoee with the guidelinesfcriteria set by the Department ofEduc:ation.
Such is the case for most students. tM.c: tbc:re is one group for whom there is an
exception. Students who do not enroll in Early Frencb Immersion (kiDderprten) or Late
French lmmersion(grlde sevcD} programs euterCore French in padc four. There is no
formal primary (kinderpnen 10 grade three) Core French progrun and French as a
second language is DOt. provincial requirement at the primary level. The writer is IlOl
advocating a change 10 provincial requirements. but rather aeknowlcdsing an area of
need within our public school system. The writer has responded to this need by
developing a primary Core French program that may be used, in whole or in put. as a
resource for teachm of primary Core French. This pt'ogram is hereby submitted as a
final project 10 satisfy the requirements for a Masters Oegrcc in Educatioa from
Memorial University of Newfoundland..
Chapter two ofthis project report contains • liteRb.IR review of past aDd curmrt
research theories related to the topic., specifically "critical age theory" and second-
language acquisition tbcories. laDguage development and tbeories of learning an: also
discussed. In chapler three. the writer addRsses the dtvelopment plan for the project,
beginning with the ratioaak for the proposed. prosram. The rationale is described in
terms ofbac:kground information. needs and probJcm analysis. The results ofme
problem analysis are used 10 establish objectives/criteria for a needs assessment. The
procedure and metbodoJOI)' for conducting the needs assessment an: discussed,
followed by a dcsaiption and analysis of the results ofa sun'ey/questionnaire
distributed to 390 primary tc.cben: within the Avalon East School Boud. The results of
this survey. combined wilh infOflDltion gk:ancd &om the literllUre review. delermined
the objectives for this project and formed the basis foc developmcnc ofthe proposed
primiU)' Core French program. Chapter four outlines the mission~I and
instructional philosophy of the program, and describes its components. CbapIcr five
concludes with a summary of points describing the purpose and poccotial value of the
proposed program, followed by conclusions and recommendations for implementing
and evaluating it. The cwncutum guide developed for primary Core French is included
in Appendix A.
Copter 1- Litenture Review
In that this project involved the development ofa primary Core French program.
the literature review focused on critical age and second-1ansuase acquisition!
development theories. and the implications these theories have for second-Ianguage
learners in grades kinderganen to three. Learning theories also relate to seconQ.
language acquisition and were discussed in tenDs of bow they relate to the instructional
ph.ilosophy ofsecond·language teaching. These theories. combined with the results ofa
needs assessment, provided the basis for development of the program.
Language Acquisition and Critical Age Tbegry
A theory thai is particularly relevant to the needs of primary children is "critical
age theory". This theory bas been intensely debated over the last fifty years. While it
basically relates to first.languase learning. it also tw significant implications for
second-language learning. These implications will be addressed later in this section.
The "critical age theory" evolved as a result ofCbomsJcy's work. as a grammarian in the
1950's. He refined his theories in the 1960's. and these inchded discussions relating to
language acquisition in childRn. He believed that children have a language-acquisition
device that provides them with an innate knowledge ofgrunmatical structures
(Chomsky. 1965). Chomsky also stated that young children were better able to access
this language.acquisition device than adults., and as a result have a better capacity for
language learning (Chomsky. 1965). Penfield and Roberts (1959) added to the debate
with ideas based on neurophysiological evidence. They advanced the critical period
hypothesis by stating that, •... a child's brain bas a specializedcapKity for learnins:
language - a capacity that decreases with the passage ofyears" (p. 240). This argument
was further advanced by Lcnne~1I in 1961. His ideas were also based on a biologically
detennined critical period for language development. Lenneberg (1967) stated that
younger learners have a superior capac:ity for acquiring languages and that, "... the
incidence of 'language learning bkx:ks' rapidly increases after puberty" (p. 176). More
suppon was provided for the "critical age theory" by Dulay, Burt. and Krashen. "The
fact that children are bener at language acquisition than adolts is supported by both
scieRlific and anecdotal evidence" (Duley, Burt, & Krashen, 1982, p. 78). Genesee
(1988), however, criticized this research on the grounds that it was based on the ability
of neurologically impaired individuals to relearn fim-Ianguage skills. He did not
believe that the findings were relewot to the ability ofadults with healthy neurological
systems learning a second language.
Nevenheless, the debate on "critical age theory" bas implications for seco~
language acquisition. A study by Johnson and Newpon (1989) reponed that, "the
primary and most general finding 10 aecommodate for any critical period theory... is that
the critical period is not just a first-language phenomenon. but extends 10 a second
language as well" (p. III). It further indicated that, "some investigators have SU¥BCS1ed
that a critical period theory must predict thai childml are better than adolts at learning
second languages..... (Johnson &; Newport, 1989, p. 79). Krashen and Tm.:11 supponed
the idea ofa critical age for SCCOIJd.language learning. stating thai cbilc1ren were better
in tenns ofL"eir long-tenn attainment (ICrasben &; Terrell, 1983). This means that
learners who begin learning. second language in childhood are likely 10 reach bigber
levels of proficiency than those who begin as adults. Swain (l987), however, argued
mat older learners were more efficient than younger learners because of their copitive
maturity and their ability to transfer skills and knowledge from their first language.
Some studies investigating the effect ofage on the learning ofa second language
concluded that the effect may vary depending on the aspect of language beiDg
considered. Three studies (Asher &. Price, 1967; Olson &. Samuels, 1973; Snow &:
Hocfnagel-Hohle, 1977) claimed an adult advantage in phonology, and a fourth study
(Snow & Hoefnagel-Hohle, 1978) showed an adult advantage in syntax. Conversely,
several other studies (Asher &. Gan:ia, 1969; Oyama, 1976; Seliger, Krashen, &.
Ladefogcd., 1975) stated that there was definitely an advantage for children in acquiring
phonology, and late learners, as opposed to children, would have a noticeable ICCent
Lenneberg (1967) swed that, "foreign accen~ cannot be overcome easily after puberty"
(p. 176). Olson &: Samuels (1973) and Snow &: HoefDagel-Hohle (1977) supponed this
view and Long (1988) suggested thai the critical period for acquiring the pronuncialion
ofa native-speaker was about six years ofage.
In sWTlJIWy, "critical age Ibcory" has been supported by some, while olbers
continue 10 argue against it No theory, however, ever goes unc:ball~ged. in reviewing
research one must attempt to interpret the resuI~ and form an opinion based on the
works ofall. The writer feels that "critical age theory" may have relevance for second-
language acquisition and much oftbe literature supports this. Consequently, ··critical
age theory'" has implications for the dcvclopmeol ofa primary Cole French program.
Since children in grades tindergarteo to tbrcc are between the ages offour and niDe.
they may be at the "critical age" for acquiring a second language. Also, the earlier
students begin learning a second language in school, the more "cumulative time" they
will gain throughout their academic careers. Therefore, "critical age theory", which
refers to the ·'starting time" for learning a second language, supports the concept of
"cumulative time", which suggests a positive correlation between proficiency in a
second language and the length of time spent studying the language. The Department of
Education should take advantage ofmis by offering primary Core French programs
during the "critical" period. With instruction beginning in the priJTl8l)' grades, a student
may speak a second language without a foreign accent and reach higher levels of
competency. Students who ret:eive French instruction in the primary grades may have a
definite advantage when they enter the elementary core French program in grade four.
They may have developed a more native-like accent, and will have had opponunities to
participate and interact in a French language environment Concomitantly, their
potential for long·lcoo anainment may be enhanced, thus enabling them to reach higher
levels ofproficiency than students who begin Iearn.iDg Frencb later in their academic
careers.
Learning Theory
A discussion ofleaminS theory, as it relates to primary Core French, must focus
on language development theories. The previous section provided information about the
"critical age" for acquiring a second language. In this section a discussioo ofleaming
theory will provide infonoation about bow language develops in children. WhHe there
are many theories of Ianguase development, tbe writer will discuss four of the major
theories: behaviorist, linguistic, cognitive. and interaetionist, and will then relate
interactionist theories to the concept ofwhole-language learning.
"Behaviorist theories hold that there is nothins unique about language leaminS,
that all hwnan behavior, includinS language, has its basis in physical processes and can
only be studied in tenns of these processes" (Piper, 1993, p. 61). Basically, there are
two major contributors to language-related behaviorist theories, Bloomfield (1930's) and
Skinner (1950's). Bloomfield (1933) sussested several steps thai lead to the acquistion
of word meaning which include repetition, imitation, habilUalion, and reinforcement
Skinners theory, too, sugsested stepS that lead to language acquistion: stimulus,
reinforcement, and association (Skinner, 1957). Behaviorist theory is based on
observable, measurable language events. The basic premise is that children acquire
language through random verbalilations and then communicate as a result ofclassical
conditioning, operant conditioning, and imitation (Skinner, 19S7).
Linguistic theories bejin with the asswnption, "... thai chil<ircn are born with
advanced knowlcdse of tile IypC ofcategories and rules thai are found in the grammar of
any hwnan language" (O'Grady &: Dobrovolsky, 1987, p. 317). This advanced
knowledge is sometimes referred to as a language acquisition device (LAD), a tenn
coined byCborosky in the 1960's. The purpose oftms device is to make sense of
language. The environment is viewed as something which activ8lcs the innate,
physiologic::allangu&ge acquisition device (Chomsky, 1965). Certain linguistic theorists
argue that languaae develops from an innate processing stI'UCtUl'e that is present at birth.
This theory is directly relalcd to the "crilical age theorY' that was discussed previow;ly,
in that children are considcTcd better able than adults 10 access this language-acquisition
device.
Cognitive theories are similar to behaviorist theories in that they argue that
language learning is nol particularly differenl from other learning. Cognitive theories,
"consider language acquisition as pan ofchildren's more general cognitive
development" (Piper, 1993, p. 78). There are several cognitive theories of language
learning which suggest. "... many similarities between language acquisition and
cognitive developmenc" (O'Grady &. Dobrovolsky, 1987, p. 309). Piaget's (1955)
cognitive theory combines both behaviorist and linguistic theories in the argument that
language learning is similar to other learning (behaviorist theory), and that there are
innate structures which determine language learning (linguistic theory). Piaget (1955)
believed that biological maturation was a neteswy pre-requisite for learning and that
certain types of learning could not OlXur unless a child was in a specific stage of
development. Yet another cognitive theory fcx:uses on information processing, but it is
not based on stage theory lite Piaget's. Information processing is based on the idea that
there are no innate structures for language learning, only a simultaneous processing of
stimuli (Piper, 1993).
lnteractionist theories, "asswne that the course of language development is
influenced by a myriad of factors - physical, linguistic, and SOli:ial- and that these factors
interact with one another, modify one another, and may produce different effects in
different childrenu (Piper, 1993, p. 61). These theories suggest a SIroDg connection
between language learning aod the enviroumeDt. Theories relating language acquisition
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to the environment began with the work ofVygotsky, who theorized about a "zone of
proximal development", The proximal zone exists between a child's actua.Ilevel of
development and hi&'ber level of polentiaJ development This theory places emphasis
on lite role of the adult in children's learning. Itcbaracterizes a child's independent level
ofdevelopment in which the child is able to solve problems without the guidance ofan
adult, and describes what helshe could potentially achieve with the aid ofan adult or
other more capable peers (Vygotsky, 1962). Vygotsky believed that it was possible to
dc[cnnine a ernld's zone of proximal development, and that instruction should be
planned accordingly. lnteractionist theories are based on the idea that children acquire
language through a process of interaction between children and their caregivers. The
theories do not take a specific position on the nature venus nurture controversy. They
argue that children have an innate capacity for language learning. but emphasize the role
of the environment as a mectwUsm to initiate language acquisition. puticularly social
interaction (Piper, 1993).
While there is considerable research concern:ing all these theories. there remains
a great deal ofcontroversy concerning wbicb theory best explains language acquisition.
Current trends, however, tend to recognize interactionist theories as most useful in
second-language teaching. There is a great: deal of support for ilrteractiomst theories
(Richard-Amato, 1988). The proposed prinwy Core Frencb program is based on
interactionist theories or Imguage learning. This cboi" is based upon a belier in: a
"critical age" for language learning; the importance or1be role of1he environment in
learning; the fac11ha1 in1enctionist theories take individual differences into 8C(X)lIDt;
II
and, the compatibfe lnterfaae that exists~ interactionist theories and the who'e-
language pltilosopby of_hilll and IcamiOS
Interaetiooist theories are closely ~IMed to the whoJe..language concept.
Acrording to Froese (1990), -whole-language is. child-cemrcd...approacb. to Ianguqe
teaching that immerses students in real commwUcabon situations wbcnever possible-
(p. Z). Th= m several filndomentaI aspcc1S of the wbolelaoguoge pltilosoplly
that are synonymous with intcractionist theories. First. the whole-language philosophy
believes that language naturally occurs and results in a soc:ial phenomenon used for the
purpose ofcommunication. Whole-language advocates. like interKtiomsc theorists,
believe in a strong connection be!wttn language learning, physical development and the
environment Secood, both whoIc-languaae and interKtionist theorists rcwgnize the
uniqueness of the indivMloal_. and _ indivMloali>ed~OS Third. whoIe-
language and ia&erlCtioaist theorists sugest thallanguage is. means ofmatins sense of
the world and, therefore. should be learned in. meaningful. boIistie comext Because
the whole-language_b ~ eunently odvocofcd by ....y a the pn:femd
methodology for laoguaae learning, and because: it so closely interfaces with
inleractionist theories. the proposed primary Core French prosram will be b&sed oa the
principles underlying both i.nteractiooi5t theory and wbole-lanauage IcamiDg.
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Cba..... J._.__' Plo.
The goal ofthis project was to develop. primaryCorc f~nch program for
students from grades kindcrganen to three. Because there are few comprehensive
program models oriented towards program development in primary/elementary scbools.
the writer developed her own. An overview oflhis model will be presented. after which
the model will be applied to the development ofa primary Core French program.
Overview QfProltAlD Model
The program model designed for this study (see Figure 1) consists of five distinct
phases: stimuJus, planning, development, implementation, and evaluation. Within each
phase, are stageS that must be completed. Broken-line circles enclose the phases 10
represent the fluidity between each, the cyclical nature of program development, and the
preferred non·tinear format. AJthougb each phase is presented as a distinct entity, this
does not imply that inleraction or relation does not exist between and/or among them.
There must be a starting point from which aU development proceeds. but when the
overall plan is initiated, all phases are very much mtmelalcd. Development and/or
change in one phase impacts significantly on development in subsequent phases. A
small modification in one area can result in t:bangcs throughout the entire pWt.
Consequently, there is a need for flexibility within the program model. It is necessaJY to
establish an "ebb and flow" pattern ofdevelopmeDt, so that developers can move
through the phases without being restricted. Ifprogram development is to be effective
and comprehensive. it must provide the opportunity for retlective thought, purposive
evaluation. and constant modification.. The fact that various stageS may need 10 be re-
visited and modified is indicated in the model through the use of~way arrows.
Acircle representing the environment is used to enclose the model. In a large
context the environment may refer to politics, demograpbics. and the global
marketplace. More immediate environmental influences. however, may involve the
school or $(;0001 district, the locaJ community and/or parents. as well as the provincial
Department ofEducation. Each can potentially affect all phases ofdevelopment. In
terms of its implications for program development the environment is constantly
changing, and sbould be considered as a fluctuating variable to be closely monitored.
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A stimulus for change is the start:inB p>inl for program development, beginni,.
with a perceived need that arises in~ to a given problem. When tbc: need is
identificd" an idea to address it may emerge: in the form of new programs mdtor revision
to existing programs. Before anempting 10 address the Deed via new programs.
however. the problem causing the need must be analyzed. The writer will. therefore.
discuss her rationale for the proposed primary Core French program in tenns of
background infonnabon, needs. and problem analysis.
Background informatwn In order to discuss the need for a primary Core French
program. some beckground information is required. The writer is currently a grade
lhree teacher, and bas taught primary Core Frencb in her classroom for the~ three
~. Before this she tauaht Core French in the elementary grades (grU::s four. five.
and six) for five years. Acc:ordiIIg 10 proviDci&I Department ofEducarion guidelines the
official starting point for Core French is grade fow-(Governmenl ofNewfOWldlaDd and
Labn>dor. 1999), but it may be lalIgbt in the primory grodos (grodos one tolh=) It the
discretion ofadmimstruors at the school level. If. school chooses to offer a primary
Core French program. the Deputmcut ofEducation will provide fulIding only if specific
criteria are met, and after SUlXCSSfuI submission of. proposal. The criteria are outlined
in Ihe Program of Studies for 1999-2000 and arc based on personnel requirements.,
purpose, articulation, aDd scheduling. Schools that do DOl wish to submit a proposal for
funding, may also offer a primary Core French propam in some or all of their primary
gtadcs. While tbcn: is some _ provi<Icd in the Progrom orSlUlties <qponling
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content, progmn goals and methodologies for schools that decide to offer a primary
Core French program, it is stated in only three short puagrapbs. The guidelines as
suggested by the Program ofStudies are presented in Appendix B. There is no other
reference in provincial documents to primafy Core French.
~ As indicated previously, there are specific criteria thai must be met ifa
school wishes to obtain funding for implementation. but after having received it there is
very liute guidance for practicing teachers regarding content, goals and methodologies.
The fact that no prirrnuy Core FretK:h program exists fonned the basis ofw need/idea
for the development ofa program by the writer.
Problem analysis In developing a program, the first logical step is 10 analyze the
problem that initiated it This will be done, in accordance with the components of
problem analysis of Rothwell and Kazanas (1998). The first component is "condition".
It describes what is happening. Since there is no program for primary Core French, and
very few guidelines. a degree of inconsistency exists in schools throughout the province
in what is being taught and how it is taught when. in fact, it is offered. There are even
inconsistencies among classes ofa specific grade in twt; and three-stRam schools.
The second wmponcnt ofproblcm analysis is "criterion" It desc:ribes what
showd be happening. Primary Core french leaCbC'rs sbouId follow a specific program in
the same way that they follow curriculum guides for other curricular areas. This would
eliminate many inconsistencies and result ill more effective teaching pncticc.
The third component is "cause", and explains why the problem exists. The
cause for this p&rticular problem is that 00 primary Core French progrwn bas been
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developed. It does not exist because primary Core French is not a provincial curricular
requirement and, therefore, is not a priority oftbe Department ofEducation in terms of
time and effort.
The finaJ component is "symptoms", and relates to the effects oCtile problem.
The effects ofteaehing a program that does not exist are numerous aod varied The
main concern, however, is that there are inconsistencies in what is being taught, and
how it is being taught, which will affect students when they enter the "official" Core
French program in grade four. Teaching a program without a curriculwn guide is a
challenging task for teachers. More important, however, are the negative implications
for students. EvelY effort should be made 10 ensure that schools who offer primary Core
French collabonlle for the purpose of improving current practice.
Needs ASsessment
In order to develop an effective program for primary Core Frenc:h., the needs of
the students and teaebets in the primary grades must be met This involves identifying
and defining their perceived needs via a complete and tborougb needs assessment To
do this, criteria/objectives for the infonnation to be obtained were derived directly from
the problem analysis discussed previously. These criterialobje<:tivcs were used as the
basis for designing a qucstioMaire to detennine the needs ofteali:hers and students in
the primal)' grades. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix C. The writer chose a
combined qualitativclquantitative approach to rcscan:h. Qualitative methods allow for a
subjective interpretation ofneeds based on altitudes and opinions. Quantitative analysis
allows empirical data to be gatbcred pertaining to instructional time and leacbcr
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qualifications. A survey/questionnaire was the tool used to gather data. it was
disbibuted to all primary (EngJish stream) teachers within the Avalon East School
Board to obtain information on instructional time, methodologies. and resources that
relate to the teaching of primary Core French. It was used also to gather opinions on
whether teachers perceive primary Core French to be an area of need., and to determine
the naMe of that need. The sample was one ofconvenience. Convenience sampling
was chosen because it was more convenient to sample teachers from only one board. It
is assumed that the reswts would have been similar from all school boards, and
representative ofall primary teachers. since all primary teachers in Newfoundland ace
required 10 follow the guidelines stated in the Program ofStudies for 1999·2000. The
writer is not concerned with validity issues here, since the purpose: of the
survey/questionnaire was only to gather data about current practice. The writer does not
intend to use the results to make educational research claims. The data will be used
only to detennine specific areas of need.
Sl1f\IeylQuesr;iOQMjf£ Re$J!11$
The questionnaire included in Appendix C was disuibuted by the Avalon East
School Board, and returned yj& mail. To determine the nwnber ofquestionnaires
required, the writer was given a Jist of grade enrollments for each school within the
district The number of primary teachers in each school couJd not be provided. so the
writer had to estimate the number ofteaebers based on gnade cmollments. In order to
ensure that aU primary teachers received a q!JCStionnaire. the writer O\'Cf-estimatcd.
Consequently it is difficult to detcrmiDc the number ofquestioMaim: actually received
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by primary teachers. It can be assumed that the percentage of returns may be slightly
higher than indicated.
A total of 390 questionnaires were sent out and 98 were returned. This indicates
a return rate of25 % which is low. A low return rate, however, is not unusual for
surveys/questionnaires in the educational field. While a low return rate decreases
external validity, the results arc: to be used onJy to gather information, and not to make
any educational research claims. The survey resuhs will next be presented and analyzed
on the basis afme data gathered via the questionnaire.
Logistical jnfomJAtjon Table I reveals the grade level of respondents and
suggests a fairly equal diSU'ibution from each of the grade levels surveyed. ranging from
20% (20 out of98) in kindergarten to 29% (28 out 0(98) in grade 3. Ofthe 98
respondents, 21 taught French in their own classrooms. The grade level breakdown of
the 2\ primlUY teachers who teach French to their students displays a range of 10% (2
out 0(21) in kindergarten to 52% (II out of21) in grade 3, with a very obvious increase
at the upper end of the spcctnun. Seven ofthe 21 respondents who teach French also
leach it in classrooms other than their homerooms. with the greatest number being found
at the grade 3 level (860/. or 6 out of7). This may be indicative ofan emerging trend
toward the subject-teaching ofFrencb at the primary level. Further supporting this
observation is the fact that students ofsome ofthe respondents received French
instruction from teachers other than their homeroom teachers, beginning with 13% (I
out of8) at the kinderprtcn level. and increasing til SO% (4 out o(8) at the grade 3
level. The trend towards subject-teaehing in Frencb is greatest at the gr8dc 3 level.
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When the data are combtncd, there are 21 classrooms in which French is taught
by the classroom teacher. plus 8 classrooms in which French is taught by another
teacher. There are also 7 respl)nOents who teach French in classrooms in addition to
their own. Tbls gives a combined incideaec: of French instruction in at least 36 primary
classrooms. This may be enough to justify the need for a primary Core French program.
Table I
Logistical (nfonn"jon
Grade! ,evel of Respoodcnu (0 - 91)
Kinderganen
Grade I
Grade 2
Grade 3
20 20
27 28
23 23
28 29
French Instruction OccualBeguiv C11$$1])QQ) (0 .. 21)
Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
2 10
2 10
6 29
11 52
21
Iil:lk..l(cont}
Teachers Instructing EnmcblOthq elawooD'S (0 ~ ])
Kindergarten
Grade I
Grnde2
Grade 3
14
86
French Taught by Another Teacher (0 0; 8)
Kindergarten
Grade I
Grade 2
Grade 3
13
38
SO
~ Dashes indicate data that were not reported.
French instruGtiona! tiD'tl:; per six day syc!' Table 2 displays the amount ofhme
allocated for French instrue:tion per six-day cycle. w;th the largest proportion of
respondents (48% or 10 out of21» iDdicaringthc lowest l'IDgt 0£30 to 60 minutes per
cycle. Because an instructiooaJ period in a primary day usually equals 30 minutes., this
assignment of time tnmslates into approximately one to two periods ofFrcnch
instruction per week. The largest amount of time allocated for French instruc:tion was
120 to 150 minutes per cycle. This was reponed by only two respondents., one at the
grade 3 level and one in grade 2. and IrIIISlates into approximately one period per day.
The replies of76% (16 out of21) ofthc RSpondents fell in the range oftbc combined
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categories of 30 to 60 minutes and 60 to 90 minutes, indicating a general application of
one 10 three periods per week by most teachers.
Table 2
French InnOlCrional Time Per 6 pay Cycle (0 ::< 21)
Time Kjndmancp (A = 2) GrwIc ". = 2) GrId!; Un '" 61 Gqds Hg = III
30·60 minutes
60 - 90 minutes
90 - 120 minutes
120 - 150 minutes
150 - 180 minutes
100 so
50
50
33
17
36
27
27
9
~ Dashes indicate data that were not reported.
Grade level tgDic:; Table 3 shows the range oftopics covered by students in
grades kindergarten to grade 3 as reported by respondents. The most common topics are
colours, nwnbers, and greetings. Most respondents in each of the primary srades cover
these topics. The greatest amount ofconsiSlenCy occurs at the kindergarten and grade I
levels. probably because oflaw p&Jticipetion. Thne is an inverse relationship between
the level ofparticipation and the degree OfCODSistcDcy in program content When: there
are a greater number ofteachers providing French il1$UUCtion (such as at the grade 2 and
3 levels), the table shows a lower level ofconsistency and continuity in program
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contenl The only column showins 100% consistency in the &opH;s~ is grade: t.
but only two teaehcn are providins Freueh lnsuuctioa at this level. A primary Core
French curriculum guide would allow for a gmakr dqp'ce ofconsislcncy. The
inconsistencies at the grade 2 and 3 levels arc quite otMous. They range from 17% to
83% (oe from I to 5 respoodents out of6) in terms ofconsisteney in topics covered at
the grade 2 level, and from 9% to 100% (or from I to II respondentsoutofll) in terms
ofconsistency at the grade 3 level. Table 3 points towards the diversity of what primary
teachers are teaching regarding the content of French programs. 11 suggests a need for a
scope and sequence plan for leamer outcomes and grade 1C\'e1 content for French
instruction in the primary grades.
Table)
Gride Level Topics Cn - 21)
Topics Kjpdqpnp (8. 2) Grwk I Cp '" 2) Grwk 2 iD· §} Gpdc J (8· III
L.....ll L.....ll L.....ll L.....ll
actions SO
alphabet SO 17 27
animals 100 33 36
birthdays SO SO
body parts SO 33 64
classroom objects 17 9
classroom phrases SO
~
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I.ib.k.1(cont.)
Topics Kindsmr!cp cp _ 2) GrIds I Cn '" 2) Gg'!k 2 Cp - 6} Grwk] 'p '" II)
L.....ji L.....ji L.....JI L.....ji
clothes 1 SO I 17 4 36
colours SO 2 100 S 83 • 82
common phrases 2 .8
days SO 83 • 82family SO 17 S 4S
food 100 2 18
greetings 100 100 33 4 36
holidays SO 17 4 36
house 17 3 27
months SO SO • 82
numbers SO 100 83 11 100
seasons 7 64
shapes 33 2 18
simple directions SO I •
IOYS I •
transportation 2 18
weather 100 SO 8 73
year SO 4 36
tf21c... Dashes indicate data that were not reponed.
Commercj.l!y-pnxIyced rnourccs Table 4 inditalcs that respondents have
access to or use very few commercially-produced resources. In kinderganen there is
nothing used. and vCf)' little at the grade I level. Some commerc:ially..produced
resources are used in grade 3, but very few use the same thing. Most usc something
different. It is interesting 10 note, however. that 36% (4 out of II) oftbe grade 3
respondents referenced Plrouli, a commercially-produced French instructional program.
as a resource. While this program is intended for lcarom aged four to six, it is probably
used by gnode 3 _hers because their students have ... had IJI}' JRYious exposure to
French prior to cnterins grade 3.
Table 4
CQmmercjally.Produeed Resources (0 ... 21)
~ ~ ~ ~
Aventures (Tour A. B)
Bingo 17
Bonjour Les Amis 18
Chezles Petits 18
Collectioa lmagiDatiOl1 • 3
Comptines Animees 9
Duso 50
Elementary French 9
Eveil i l'Ecrinue 9
Evt'i1 aux MatbCmMiques- 9
Explo-Scicnccs 9
French Songs 17 17
lm>gine 9
Le Louvre Rouge 9
Matt Songs 17 18
Pictures SO
Pirouli 17 36
Pistachou 9
Poems 9
Posters/Charts 33 36
Primary Books 27
Ribambolltibambelle • 9
RO(:k"n Learn 9
Suzanne cl Paul 9
_l:llIIIiDIIl:>
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26
IiIlIU(oont)
Topjcs KiJHimMtcn cD - 2) GAtk; I (p'" 2) Grwk 2 'p - 6l GrJdc] Cg '" II)
~ ~ ~ ~
Tapes SO 17 27
Telifram;ais 9
Tous Ensemble 33 9
Train des Chansons 9
Un Peu de Tout 17 9
~ Dashes indicate data that were not reported.
Teacher- made resoW£eS Table 5 shows thai: teacher- made resources an:
almost as scarce as commercially produced resources. None are used by the two
kindergarten teachers, and only very few in grade 1. In grade 3 there is a greater use of
leacher-made resources, but again a IUgh degree of inconsistency is evident.
Worksheets (45% or S out of II) and charts (36% or 4 out of II) rated highest in
consistency.
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Table 5
Teacher-Made Resources (0 - 21)
Topjcs Kindmancp (9 z; 2) ON I (n :: 2) Grwk 2 (8 '" 6) Gpdr; 3 (0 '" I !)
L-J. L-J. L-J. L-J.
booklets $0
calendar materials 18
,harts 33 36
flashcards 3J 18
games $0 JJ
pictures $0
poems 18
posters $0 18
songs $0 18
weather chart 18
worksheets JJ 4$
vocabulary sheets 9
~ Dashes indicate data dlat were oot reported.
Resoyrces teachm would like to obtain Table 6 renects a great deal of
inconsistency in the resowus teachers would like to obtain, quite possibly resulting
from the high degree of inconsiSiency in program content. The most common need
expressed was for tapes. with 50-1.(1 out of2) requiring them at the grade 1 level, SO%
(3 out of6) at the grade 2 level, and 45% (5 out of II) at the grade 3 level.
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Table 6
Resoyrces Tracbecs Would I ike to Obtain (0 s 21)
Topics KindcrBNt£n(g,"2) GrwkllA"Z) Ggds;2(o=6l Gpdc3(n=I!)
L-....!fg. ~ L-.!f,. L-.!f,.
big books 18
charts 33 9
games SO 18
manipulatives 11
models of items 17
posters 17 9
readers 9
simple books/slories SO 18
skits/plays 18
tapes SO SO 4S
videos SO 17
visuals
vocabulary workbook -
worksheets 17
~ Dashes indicate data that were not reported.
Teacher kmwIcdgeJopjoions Table 7 shows that 95% (20 out of21) of the
respondents who were actually teaching French in their classrooms felt the need for a
primary Core French program. and 71% (IS out of21) did not feel that the cunent
resources for teaching French were adequate. Yet when aslced what resources they
would like to obtain. respondents did not reflect a great demand. This contradiction
may exist because aCme absence ofa program and a related resource list. Teachers may
not be aware of what other teachers at their grade level are teaching and/or using, or of
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what resources are available. The proposed primary Core French curriculum guide is
designed 10 address and meet these needs. Table 7 further revealed that 57010 (12 out of
21) of the respondents were not familiar with the elementary Core French curriculum
and its outcomes, which potentially adds to the inconsistencies that primary students
bring to beginning FrerK:b instruction in grade 4.
Table 7
Teacher KOQwledgeJOpjnjQDS
Need for a pOrnll)' Core French pmgmm (0 ~ 2J)
yes
no
20 95
Current ResoUrces Ade9'Jlle (0 ". 21)
yes
no
4 19
15 71
Knowledge of Elementary Core Frensh Prpgram '0 21)
yes
no
9 43
12 57
~ Dashes indicate data that were not reported.
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Explanation ofwby frmw;b js age tausbt The largest proportion ofrcspondents
in Table 8 (36% or 28 out ofn) explain that French is not taught in primary grades
because it is not a required part ofthe primary curriculum, confirming what the writer
suggested as the cause of the problem in the section on problem anaJysis. Very closely
related to this reason, and an outgrowth of it, is the second highest explanation that
French begins in grade 4 (180/. or 14 out orn). Clearly many primary teachers in this
study feel that French instruction is not required for primary students. Some (14% or II
OUI of 77) feel there is insufficient time in an already overloaded primary curriculum to
teach French. French instruction need not "overload" the curriculum. however. if it is
integrated in an interdisciplinary manner.
It is interesting to note that when the four categories: "not qualified to teach
French" (10% or 8 out of 77); '1here is no French specialist" (9010 or 7 out 0(77);
"French is taught by another teacher" (4'1. or 3 out 0(77); and, "there is no primary
Core FrelK:h program available" (50/. or 4 out 0(71) are ~bined. 2~1o(22 out o(77)of
the respondents do not teach French because they are unable or do not feel ql.8lified.
Having a concise, clearly structured primary Core French program. however. might help
those who leel "not qualified" by providing: guidelines for implementation; background
infonnation on teacbiog methodology and instructional philosophy; a list of suggested
learner OUICOmes; and, recommended content/topics and resources. If teachers are given
essential support in the fonn ofa cumcu1wn guide. then many more teachers may feel
secure enough to provide primary Core Frencb instruction.
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Table 8
Explanatiqn ofWbx french is DOl Taupht Cn - TIl
Resoonse
French is oot a required part of the primary curriculum. it has never
been discussed or suggested that we teach French
French begins in grade 2
French begins in grade 4
French is laught by another teacher
There is no French specialist
Not qualified to teach French
Students already have an overloaded curriculum and there is no time
for French
Awaiting funding from the Department of Education
No primary Core French program available
Not a French immersion school
28
14
11
%
36
18
10
14
Addjtjqnal cornmenlS The open<nded section of the questionnaire allowed
respondents to lJUlke additional comments that provided some very interesting
observations. The combined incidence ofFrench instruction, for example, occurred in
36 classrooms, and 36 of the 98 respondents chose to lJUlke additional comments. It is
significant that 2S of the 36 respondents woo commented felt that French shouid begin
in the primary grades. This may indicate thai tcachers woo aetuaJly teach primary Core
Frenclt, andIorcxpcrieDCC it being taught in their classrooms, find it to be a worthwhile.
positive experience. It may also mean that primary teachers who do not feel qualified to
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teach Core Fmw::h ate besiWlllO comment They may fear being required 10 teKh
something for which they feci unqlalifled. They may perceive such a requirement to be
a potential threat to their job security, DCCCSSitatins funher professtonal trainins for
them. As suggested previously,. clearly suuctwt:d primary Con: French program might
help those who feel"noc qualified". It is possible thai if we could make those who
perceive themselvC5 10 be W'lQuaJified feel secure and unthrcatmcd, they may be more
inclined to suppon a primuy Core French program. It is somewhat CTK:owaging thai at
least 2S of the tOlal98 respondents fell thai French instruction should begin in the
primary grades.
Also noted is the fact that 31% (II 001 of36) ofthc groupofresponaents who
made additiooal comments felt that a prjmat)' Con:: French curriculum guide. raources
and professionaJ development ate needed. Although 11% (6 out of36) of this same
group did no'olloe'" specific periods 10 die iDslruction OCf.....h, lheydid_1ess
integrate the "'incldenl&llCKh.ina;" ofFrmch into otOO' subject areas. with 14%(5 out of
36) saying that srudenu tborouPly eujoy their FrenchcJasscs. Finally, 11% (4 out of
36) felt the need for more consisaenqr &lIIODB sc:booIs in the teaching ofprinwy Core
French.
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Table 9
Additional ComIDQlIS Cn - }6)
Response
"
31
69
11
2SI feellhat French instruction should Ixgjn in the primary grades
I am able 10 teach French but the ocher teachers at my gnde level
have no French background. French insuuction cannot occur unless
all classes participate.
We need a primary Core French program. curriculum guide,
resources and professional development
The primary curriculum is already full and there is no time for French
Irregular classroom teachers arc not qualified to teach French, the 14
government should allocate time for French specialists to te:ae:h it
There is a need for more consistency among schools in Ihc: teaelUng II
ofFrench
French is not taught as & separate subject but as 'incidental' teaching, 17
and is integrated into other subject areas
The students thoroupty enjoy French class 14
Sumnwy p(w" The survey n:sWts provide some rationale for the need for a
primary Core French program. This need was confirmed by 9:5% (20 out of21) of the
respondents who were actually leaching French in their c:lusrooms, with 71% (lS out of
21) indicating thai the resources they currently use are not adequate. If we combine lhe
number ofteacbers who arc presently allocating iDSUUetionaJ time for the teaching of
French (310.4 or 36 out o(98) with those who arc lCIChina: it inc:ideotaHy (5"-. or 6 out of
98), almost haJftbe responde:lts are altc:ady trying to leaCb French witboul & program oc
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the necessary resources. The Miler feels tbat they deserve suppon in the form of.
primary Core French program. This would eliminate many oCtbe inconsiSlenCics that
were so evident in the swvcy/qucstioonaire. The fact that sliptJy over one-quarter (25
out 0(98) ofttle totaJ respoodmts felt that French instruction should be provided in the
primary grades. even though it is not a requirement. suaaests the potential value ofa
primary Core French program. In ancmpting 10 implement such a program, however.
one: must be aware oftbe pressure on primary teaehen 10 fit additional areas into 'an
"already crowded primary cwric:u1wn". Although the largest proportion of teachers
expressed the need foronJy one to three periods ofFrench per week, the nature ofttle
primal)' child requires daily exposure for effective learning to take place. If French
instruction can be integrl1Cd with ocher subject areas, it will reduce the pressure and
also make French instruction more meaningful.
Finally, the survey indicaIed.~ ofcurri<:ulum development where the
emphasis is placed on French insuuctioo at the uppcrcnd ofw primary grades.
Critical age thcofy. bowever. sugests that it should begin earlier. ConcomitantJy,
because the French curricuJum is spital in nature. & foundation sbouJd be laid in the
early primary grades to make leam.ina more effective in law yean. If we are to
effectively implement French instruction in the primary gr8dcs we must detide on
learner outcomes for the: beginning years and build on them, rather than implement a
program at the upper end oftbc spc:cwm IDd then try to c*idc what to fit in below it
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The objectives oflhi, project are an outgroMh oCme theories disc::1.dSCd in the
literature review, the rationale for the project. and the survey results. They will aim to
address the needs and problems ootIined. The writer's irrtent is not 10 make educational
research claims. but to address the needs of primary Core French teachers and students.
While changing proviocial requirements 10 include a fonna.lizcd primary Core frcnch
program would be an ideal solution to their problem. it is not a pracricaJ one. ChanJcs
to provincial requirements would involve more complicated issues. such as politics and
economics, and would require more time and resources than one gr.duate SlUdent has
available. The writer's main objective therefore. is to develop a primary CoR french
program for those: who choose to offer it, baed on the guidelines IX'Dvidcd in the
Program ofStud.ics. Schools that choose to offer primary Core French could use the
new program as a reference and/or resource, fully or in pen. Use ofthe program may
help 10 reduce the inconsistencies among schools that provide primary Core French..
The writer's basic: objectives may be summarized as follows:
1. to reduce lnconsi.uencies among schools that provide primary Core
French;
2. to provide a reference/resource for sc:hools that choose to offer
primary Con: French; IUd,
3. to help realize each of the: abo\'e by dcvdoping. primary Core
French CurricullllD guide.
16
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The basic component oflhis project is a primary Core: french curriculwn guide.
The guide will i~lude sections that contain information rtlating 10 its mission
statement, instructional philosophy, Icamet charlctcristics. program goals. objectives.
learner outcomes, coruent, teaching melhods, eva.luarion methods. and suggessed
resources. Tc:achets of primary Core FrctK:h can usc the proposed primary Core French
cwriculum guide as a rc5Ource, in whole or in part. The guide is similar in format 10
other curriculum guides currently in use by primary/elementary teachers in
Newfoundland.
Mission SWement
A mission statement provides tbe philosophy upon which a program is founded.,
and states the overall intent ofa program. The mission SUtement for the proposed
primary Core French prosram 10 be developed for this project will read as follows:
The mwion o/Ihe primary Con Fnnch program is to provide
""'que Iwming upe,i~ncu,1taIwilli~ studerw to lite French
language and culture. The program is designedfor Mudenls In
kindergarten to grade ,bree. and is basedon interactionm Iheorru 01
language acquisilion aNi lhe f"inciples ofwhole-language leaming.
Students will engage primarily in listening and speaking aClivilies
relDred /0 general imerest topics andfrant:opltone cultures in the
CaNJdian conJU1.
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Instructional Philosophy
The instJ'UCuonai philosophy for a prinwy Core French program sbouId be
founded upon the basis of information gleaned from Ianguqe-acquisition and learning
theories. Because the writer adheres to interaetioniSl theories of language development,
these will Conn the basis for her instructional philosophy. As an outgrowth of
interactionist theory the writer believes in the whole-language phitosophy of language-.
acquisition, and the assumption that language is more effectively learned when taught
within a holistic meaningful context While recognizing and acknowledging the various
individual strands and/or components of language (listening, speaking, viewing, reading,
Miling), the lotallanguage system is greater than the swn of its pans. The literature
confirms the existence ofa complex series of intcnelationships becwceo the various
strands (Herron, Morris. Secwes" Cwtis., I99S). Improvement and growth in one
particular area will inevitably prompl growth in another. aJthoup perhaps not at the
same rate. In a whole-Ianguqe learning envil'Ol'UMnt. all strands are recognized but not
isolaled, as uadirionally occurred when sccond-LaDguase Icaming was synonymous with
learning voc:abulary and grammar. In a wbole.luPF environment. a student is
exposed to all strands of language, particularly liscemns. speaking and viewing. The
ultimate goaJ ofprimary and elementary communicative language aching is to enable
students to verbally communicate proficiently. The listening, speaking and viewing
strands. therefore, must be gi'JCD their proper priority, alonpide those of reading and
writing. This can and will occur in a wbole.language environment.
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Leamer Characteristics
Almost every new curriculum guide begins with a description afthe soc:ial.
emotional, intellectual and physical chalacteristics oCttle intended learners. Leamer
characteristics must be considered because learners of varying ages are at different
stages ofcognitive developmenl The curriculum for primary Core French will include
a description of learner characteristics for the primary student aged four through nine.
Program Goals Objectiyes and Leamer Outcomes
Program goals outline the general purpose ofan entire program. while its
objectives provide a more focused and detailed description of the aims oCme program.
Leamer outcomes state the level of performance that learners should achieve after
instruction. The basic difference between program objectives and learner outcomes is
thai program objectives state the aims of the program over a broad spectrum, and learner
outcomes clearly outline whit learning should oteUf during specific phases oftbe
program.
The goals oflhe proposed primary Core French program, as developed by the
writer, are to:
I. enable children to feel comfortable in a French language
environment;
2. encourage risk·taking behaviors in spoken language communication;
3. develop an a\WRncss of fraocopbooc cultures in the Canadian
context;
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4. provide language experiences thai will lead to increased verbal
communication and interaction by the end of grade: tlu'ee; and,
5. develop a positive attitude towards the learning ofFrench.
Program objectives and learner outcomes outline curricular content for each
grade level. This report will not cover curricular content because it is included in the
program guide in Appendix A. The content is bescd on learning theory, learner
characteristics, and program goals. and designed in a manner to sttengthen and support
the present elementary Core French program. Specific learner outcomes for elemenwy
Core French can be found in Appendix D. To establish a meaningful interface between
the primary and elementary programs., the primary program fcx:uses only on listening,
speaking and viewing activities that pRpare students for interaction and participation in
the elementary grades. If the primary Core French program produces students who have
well-developed listening and speaking skills. it will allow elementary teachers to expand
their instruction to the reading and writing strands ofttle French language, as lhey
continue to stress and increase: listening and speaking skills throtIghout the elementary
grades.
leaching Methods
The teaching methodology advocated for the proposed primary Core French
program is based on the inmuc:tional philosophy previously stated. To realize the goals
of this program, instruction will be delivered via an approach that takes into
consideration, learning theory and leamer cbaracteristics. Several teaching methods for
French instruction are discussed in the literature, but one must choose an approach that
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complements the program and its mission statement One such approach is the modified
language experience approach. II has been proven effective for first and second-
language development and is based on whole-language prineiples (Miramontes.. Nadeau..
& Commins. 1997). The language experience approech is adapted for second-Ianguage
learners by focusing on oral language. According 10 Miramontes et aI., 1997, ~ ... oraJ
language development helps students bet:ome flexible and fluent in the expression of
their ideas... ~ ( p. 135). The delivery ofinstrUl.'tion focuses on language-sensitive
content lessons. Activities or experiences are developed based on themes and/or
students' interests. Following these activities. tt..chers and students engage in oral
discussion. The features oflhis approach are based on CO(~ ideas, group experience, and
scaff'olded oral expression activities (Miramontes et aI., 1997). Core ideas provide the
[hemes through which vocabulary and ideas are learned in meaningful contexts. Group
experience allows each student to participate as a resuJt oforaJ discussions or
spontaneous language opportunities. Scaft'olded oral expression a«ivities allow
students 10 use the new language in more structured ways with IeaCher guidance. In
these activities, spetific linguistic elements can be targeted and drawn from the overall
theme. The modified language experience approach involves more than one delivery
mode, which can be helpful in lddRssing individuaJleaming styles. It is also in
hannony with inleractionist theories of language development, because it takes into
consideration factors such as the eovironmeDt. social iDteraction, and~tion of the
student as an individual.
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Evaluation Methods
Student achievement in any curricular area must be assessed and reported to
parents based on the specific learner outcomes specified for caeh grade level. The
evaluation methods used to realize this purpose must be an outgrowth afme learning
theories upon which the program is built. Assessment, therefore, in the primary Core
French program will be designed to detenninc what students comprehend and can do
with what they have lcamcd. Since the program is based on listening, speaking and
viewing activities, students will not be required to perform reading or writing tasks to
evaluate their progress. Assessment will involve keeping observational records, and
may lake the form ofa checklist that can be used to record progress in listening and
speaking skills. Assessment will also involve student-teacher conferencing to assess
proficiency. A checklist will also be used to record prosress in this area. Students may
keep ponfolios which are representative of their work related to specific content. Items
to be kept in the ponfolio may inchade drawings, records ofgame play, and activity
sheets. Portfolios also serve as a 1oOI for cvaluati"c purposes.
Syggested Resoyrc;es
According 10 the DeplU'1Dlent ofEducation and the Avalon East Schoot Board.
there are currently no re<:ommeoded resources for primary Core French. From the
survey results, the writer consolidated a lise ofall resoorces curremly in use by teachers
within the Avalon East Scbool Board. The resources were reviewed, as were samples
provided by lWOofthe leading school suppliers in Canada. Based on this and a personal
search for resources the writer is recommendiog resources for each grade level that
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support the program's goals, objectives and outcomes., and that are consistent with the
learning theories and teaching methods advocated Computer software will be included
on the list of recommended resources, specifically educational software packages and/or
websites that interface with the inmuctiona1 design and program goals of the primary
Core French program.
~
The most significanllimiwioo of the proposed primary Core French program
relates 10 the return rate aCthe survey. Since approximately only 25% of those surveyed
returned their questionnaires, it is diffifi:wllo determine iftbe proposed program is
addressing the needs ofall teachers and students in the primary grades. The response of
those who did reply, however. may be representative ofttle total population of primary
teachers.
Another pocentiallimitation oftbe final product relates to the availability of
resourccs. In order for the program to be effcaive, IC8Chers who use it must have
adequate resources. Iffunding is not available to provide the llCCeSSlUY resources., this
will limit the potential effediveness oCtile proposed primary Core French program.
Successful implementation of the program could also be limited by the skills and
abilities of those required 10 teaeb it Unless primary teachers have some facility with
the french language, the effectiveness oftbe program will be severely limited. This
problem can be m.inimized by the (;reative assigmnem: and sc;bedulinS ofstaffby school
administration (as the responses of many teachers have shown). Neven.heless. there is a
need for a struetum1 program of incentives 10 eocouraae primary teachers 10 upgrade
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their skills and abilities in second language teaching. Much can and should be done to
motivate and encourage teachers to become proficient in french. We live in a bilingual
counuy. and it is our duty as teachers to uansmit our culture to future generations. 1£
elementary grade Ie8Chers can be hired and scheduled in a manner that permits schools
to offer Core French programs. then it may aJso be possible to realize the same outcome
in primary grades.
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Chapter 5· s._.ry. CHd...... Rec:oII....tiou
The writer has shown that there is a need for a primary Core French program, as
demonstrated by the opinions and attitudes of many oCher colleagues. It is anticipalcd
that lIle development ofa primary Core French curriculum guide will satisfy litis need
and provide more direction for current practice. The proposed guide should serve as a
means to effectively enrich the scco~language experiences of primary ctul<nn. Upon
entering the ··official" Core French program in grade four. students will have already
developed some listening and speaking skills that are necessary in second-language
development and acquisition. It is the cxperienee of the writer that younger children are
vel)' enthusiastic second-language learners and need Iinle motivation to panicipate in
learning activities. By providing a curriculum guide to schools that choose to offer a
primary Core French program, we are "~ving the way" for future success and
achievement in second-language learning. and fostering positive attitudes. This is a
starting point for developing bilingual abilities in our students; for building more
positive relationships and interKtioas with their Frencb-Canadian counterparts; and for
expanding and enhancing their future career opportunities. At a time when bilingualism
is considered so important in CanIda, it would be unfortunate if we were not able to
provide students with the opportwrity to gain facility with both official languages in me
primary grades.
To gain facility with French as a second language in the primary grades. the
following recommendations are ~tfWly submiRed:
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1. A~year timeftame should be established to pilot, evaluate, revise and
implement the proposed primary Core French program.
2. Tc:achers should be in-serv1ced in two phases; before the pilot project; and,
before full-scale implementation.
..I. Evaluation of the program should be on going during both the pilot and
implementation phases. EvaJuation should be formative and summative,
providing teachers with an opportunity for feedback, including resoun:e
evaluations. program evaluations. and recommendations. Feedback. results
should be used to revise and modify the program to ensure its success.
4. Before implementing the pilot and/or final program, a curriculum guide
should be distributed to all administrators to allow them sufficient time to
request funding for resotIlteS from the DeplU'tmenl ofEducaaion.
5. A str'UCtW'Cd sySlCll'l of incentives should be designed to encourage primary
teachers to upgrade and/or improve their skills and abilities teaching French.
6. A comparative research study should be considered to compare the
achievement ofelementary Core FmKh students who have completed the
primary Core FrelK:h program with those who have not.
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Appendix A
Primary Core French Curriculum Guide

so
INTRODUCTION
The ability to oommunicate effecti'Jely in more than one language is essential
to developing interactions and intenelarionships bctw=n groups of people from
different language backgrounds. Facility with a second language promotes positi~
and meaningful interactions and interrelationships, and encourages Wlderstanding.
sensitivity and emJ*hy for other cultures.
Second-language learning can produce personal benefits for the individual. It
can faciliwe a deeper cognitive tmderstanding and linguistic awareness aCUte
structure ofone's own native language; it can open the door to a grealer number of
career choices and opportunities; and, it can facilitate travelling in places where a
second language is spoken.
In that Canada is. bilinguaJ country. NewfOWKiland students need second
language skills to -r-ve the road- for more positive interactions with their French-
Canadian counterpUU. Second--Ianguage skills will also enhuK:e and expand their
career opportUnities., and prepu'C them for tra'o'd as. home and ao.d. Ifour
education system is to meet societal nceds., second-1anguagc instruction must occur
meaningfully and effectively in our schools.
To be effective, French insttuetion sbould begin in the primuy grades.
According to research there is. -critical.- for acquiring I secood language. Thus.
a elUld may have a special caplCil)' 'for Ianguqe leaming that decreases with age.
Data shows that leamm who begin learning I second Iansuqe in childhood reach
higher levels ofcompetency than those who begin llUC'r in life. Many studies also
show that learners who receive Frenc:b instruction at a young age are likely to develop
a more native·like accent
(n that students in grades kindergarten 10 three are befween the ages of fOW'
and nine they are at the "critical age" for acquiring a secoDd Jansua8'e. lftbey are 10
speak a second language without a foreip acc:all and achieve high levels of
competeocy, insuuctioo in f_b sbouId bellin in the primary grodos. Schools tbol
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have skilled French tcKhm sboWd take~ oftbe 'critical age' by offering
primary an French programs. Studems who receive French instruction in the
primary grades may have. definite advantage when they enter Core French in grade
four. They may dcveiop. more nalive-Iike accent, and will have had cxpos&R
panicipating and intcnlcting in a freocb language environment.
This curricwum guide is intended 10 provide teachers of primary core French
with a program that can be used fully 01 in pm It begins with information on the
fealW'CS oflanguagc: IS it relates to first and second-Ianguqc leaming. followed by a
commentary on the nature oftbe primary student The instructional philosophy of the
program is discussed as it relates to the program's goals and the: specific objectives
and learner outcomes that lW developed for each grade level. In order to realize the
suggested objectives and tcamer outcomes, lists of recommended
cO[ltentitopiC51n:soW'CeS are offered. Methods ofevaluation an: described, and related
checklists are provided in the appendix..
LANGUAGE, LANGUAGE LEARNING, AND THE
PRIMARY SfVDENT
This section provides information imponant to the teaebing of. second
language. It contains. disc:ussioa OIllaDguase, I&nguqe Ic:aming and the rwure of
the primary child. Such information forms the t.::kp'ound for effective
implementation ofa primary core FreDCh program.
LANGUAGE
The primary core Freoch program makes sevmJ basic asswnptions regardina
the nature of language. The following swements describe the feanucs of IaDguagc
around which this program is developed:
Language is a ItIIIIINIJy~ human activity.
Language is a $DCW pIIMolltMtJlt.
Language is used for ctHffMtNlatlvePfUIJfI"!$.
Language has-..
Languageis~.
Language is a way oflfMkilfgulf#ojtlwtllNJrM.
Language is learned in an~ CtJIIIert.
Language is first learned and used IttJII#koJIy /11 COIIteXt, and is differentiated
and refined later.
A complex series of interrelationships exists between the various strands of
language: listening, speaking. viewins. reading, and writing. Listening and speaking
are the primary components used for communicative ptIfp)SeS. and these are learned
before the others. In the early stages of language development the inlerpersonal and
social aspects ofcommunication predominale. Language is a cultural resource for
social interaction between a child and hi$lber parents. By the second year of life (and
even beyond) mOSI children seem to comprehend far more complex language than
they can produce. They have a strong desire to aKMlunica1e, and this becomes their
basic motivation for language learning. With formalized schooling, literacy lends to
be the mOSI predominant area of the primary cutr'K:u1um. Emphasis is placed on
language learning and the developmem of literacy skills. A whole-language. child-
centered approach to language teaching is cunentJy the preferred methodology. as
advocated by the Departmmt ofEdueation of Newfoundland and Labrador.
First-language learning is directly relaled to scaJnd-language learning. Many
fWldamentaJ princip5es offint:.language learning apply in the second-language
classroom. This relationship will be explored in the next section, as it addresses
learning theories aod bow they relate to sec:ond-Ianguase acquisition.
lJ
LANGUAGE LEAIlNING
The inuoduction to this auide provided information about the -critical.-
for acquiring a second Language. A disc:ussion ofleaming theory will next provide
information about how language develops in children, specifically as it relaaes to
second language acquisition. There are many theories of language~t, and
a great deal ofcontroversy conccm.ing whicb theory best explains language
acquisition. Current trmds., however, tcDd to recognize intcnctionist theories as most
usefu.l in setond language tCKhing. lnleractionist theories asswne that the c:owse of
language development is influenced by a myriad of flli:too - physical. linguistic, and
social - and that these fac:tors interact with one another. and may produce different
effects in different children. These theories suggest a strong connection between
language learning and the environment. They an: based on the idea that children
acquire language tbnMIp. process of itllmlClion with their cuegivers. They do not
take a specific position in the nature versus nurture contro'Jmy. While children are
seen as having an innate c;:apKity for language learning. these: theories emphasize the
role of the environment as a mecbarUsm to initiale Languqc acquisition.. The primary
core French program is fourded upon the priDcipks undcrtying intenctioniSl theories
of language dcvelopmcDl This~ is based upon • belief in: I ·critical age- for
language learning; the imponancc ofthc: role ofthc environment in learning; the fact
that intefaCtionisr: theories lake: individual ditrem'ICeS inlo acc:ounI; and, the
compatible interface tfw exisas between interactionist theories and the: whole-
language phiiosoplJy of_hinS and lcoming.
InteracuoniSl theories are closely rcla1cd to the whole-language concept.
Whole-language is a chikl-«llIercd approKh to language teKhing that immerses
students in real commW'ication situations whenever possible. There are scveIa.l
fundamental aspects of1be whole-lansuaF philosophy that are synonymous with
interactionist theories. Both suuest that languaae naturally occurs and rcsWts in a
social phenomenon used for the purpose ofcommunication. Wbole-Ianguqc
advocates. like interaetiooist tbcorists, believe in a SU'OOI comcctioa ber.un
1_lcamiog. pbysicIJ de>eIopmeat, and 1Ilo__poops of
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theorists recognize the uniqueness ofthc individualleamer and suggest individualized
leaching. And, finally, whole-language and interaetionist theorists suggest that
language is a means ofmakingsense of the world and should, therefore, be learned in
a meaningful, holistic context. Bc:c:ause the whoIe-language IpJW08Ch is the preferred
methodology for language learning. and because it so closely interfaces with
inleractionisl theories. the primary core French program will be based on the
principles underlying both intetaetioftist theory and whole-language learning.
THE NATURE OF THE PRlMARY STUDENT
Primary students arc approximately between the ages of four and nine.
Physically, they arc growing at a rapid me and like to be active. Emotionally, they
arc still dependent 011. their f*ttnts or caregivers. They arc, however,~ng to
develop a sense ofselfand assume some independence in the !ale primary grades.
Socially, they are curious and enjoy working with others. They arc stillleaming to
cooperate, however. MaJOng friends and learning how to maintain friendships is
important to them. Intellectually, they arc rapidlydcveloping their fitsl-!anguage
skills. particularly in the areaofrcading and writing. All these fadors have
implications for French instruction. The primary C<R French program should allow
learneR to move, sing. act and play. Studenlsofthis age are generally uninhibtted
and easily motivaled 10 panici~ in such activities.
PRIMARY CORE FRENCH: AN OVERVIEW
According to provincial DepuunenI ofEducatiorl guidcliDCS., as swed in the
Program of Studies for 1999-2000, the official swting polm (<<Core Freuch is grade
4. Scbools may, bowevcr, offer primary Core FreDCb in p'Ide5 I 10 3. The
Departmem ofEducation will support scbool-initilled primary Core Frencb programs
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if they meet specific criteria These criteria were designed to encourage schools and
school districts to implement well·articulated Frencb programs (for further
information on the specific: criteria and how 10 obtain funding, see the Program of
Studies. 1999-2000. pp. 23-24).
THE PRlMARVIELEMENTARV CORE FRENCH CONNEcnON
The primary Core french program that is provided in this guide is intended 10
interface meaningfully and effectively with the elementary Core French program. Its
purpose is to provide listening. speaking and viewing activities thai will expose
primary children to the French language and culrure. It focuses primarily on simple
vocabulary, structw"cs and phrases. and docs notempbasize reading or writing. While
some areas/topics aCthe listening, speaking and viewing strands may overlap with
those afme elementary program, research in the area ofsecond-language acquisition
indicates that repetition facilitates communicative competence. Because ofttle fluid.
creative nature ofcontextualized language use, language learning ~events" will be
different each time they are presented regardless of whether vocabuialy or structures
are repeated. The expected learner outtomes in the primary Core french program can
be realized using the grade approprialC content included in the guide, and by using the
suggested resources. lfthe entire program is followed from kindergarten 10 grade 3,
it should produce students who have well-dcvclopcd listerUDg and speaking skills in
French. This will allowelcmenlary leacbers to cxpaod their instruction to the reading
and writing strands of the French language, as they continue to stJess and increase
listening and speaking skills throughout the elemenlary prognun. Primary students
who have been e:qx>sccl to a French language environment will fcelless intimated by
the language. This should result in more risk-taking behaviors as they learn to
communicate and panicipate in french. Teachers ofFrencb in the primary grades
should familiarize themselves with the elemcmary FtenCh program to ensure a
smooth transition for students entering grade 4.
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MISSION ST"TEMENT
The mission ofthe primary Core French program is 10 provide
unique teaming uperiences thor wiJ/ i1llrOduce studenl$ to the French
language and cul/ure. The program;s designed/or students in grades
lcindergar'en to three. and is basedon inlerac'ionist theories of
language acquisition and the principles ofwhole-language learning.
Students wilJ engage p"imori/y in listening. speaking and viewing
activities related to geMraJ interest topiCS andfrancophone cultures in
the Canadian contul.
PROGRAM GOALS
Program goals outline the general purpose ofa program. The goals of the
primary Core French program lie:
10 enable children to feel COIIf/fHfUk in a French language environment;
to encourage risi-lUi", behaviors in spoken language communication;
Ie' develop an awarenessofJ~ CIIItIuw in the Canadian context;
to J'fovide language experiences that will lead 10 increased vn6td COIIIMIIIfIcMitHr
and inlnfldiD. by the cod ofgnde thr<e; and,
to develop a posidt¥ ..... towards the anuRa of French.
PROGRAM OBJECI1VES
The following program objectives provide a more detailed dcseription oCthe
aims aCthe primary Core Frencb program. By me end ofgrade 3 studeIIts should:
begin to demonstrate oral proficiency responding to and asking simple
questions;
begin to demoostnlte oral proficieDey identitying objects in their
environment;
begin to demonstrate oral proficiency singing along with French songs;
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begin to demonstnue oral proficiency participating in short conversations..
although errors may occur;
be able to use a French picture dictionary to locate simple words;
be able 10 distinguish between English and French via the auditory mode;
have an awareness of what language is and how it is use<l
understand that English is the language used in most of Newfoundland and
Labrador, but that French is used in other parts ofCanada and in certain
communities in Newfoundland;
have some basic knowledge offrancopbone cultures in Canada;
display a positive attitude towards the learning of French.
INSTRUCTIONAL TIME
The amoWd of instructional time allocated to learning a second language will
impact on the level ofstudent proficiency achieved. According to the Program of
Studies, 1999-2000, the recommended allotment of instructional time for primary
core French is a tWIy pnW ofat least lWtJIIY IIIiIuIus, or one hundred minutes per
week. It is further recommended that French instruction occur on a daily basis, since
children in the primary gndes need regular and consistent interaction with a new
language when learning it.
A NOTE ON KINDERGARTEN
The Program ofStudies. 1999-2000, docs DOl include recommendations for
teactling French in kindergartm. IfS/i:bools decide to offer core French in
kindergarten, the instructional rime alloanent should be modified to~ for their
shortened day. It is m:onuneodcd that the primary core FreDCh program in
kindergarten include a MIly pmH ofat least 1ft IIfiIwJa or fifty minutes per week..
The method of teaching FretlIi:h in kindergarten should involve an integraIive
approach, as opposed to teacbing it as a sepuate subject.
"
BOW TO USE THE PIlIMAIlY CORE FRENCH PROGRAM
The primary Core Fmw::h program is sequential and grade specific. To be
most effective the total program should be implemented II each grade ia'el As
indicated previously, the amount ofinsuuctiooal time allocated to teaching french
will determine the level of pro6cieocy that students leqUire. [fteacber skills/llbilmes
or time constraints do not pcnnjl full implementation. the progrun may be used in
part. Any amount ofexposure 10 the French language in the primary gndes is
beneficial. and certainly better than none. Should individual schools decide to
implement primary core French only in the late primary grades, lcarner outcomes
should be adjusted accordingjy. In this case teachers should begin with the outcomes
for kindergarten, but proceed at a faster rate, seLecting the specific outcomes they
wish their students 10 achieve. Administn.tors should try to ensure that there is
consistency in diffemtl classes ofw same grade. and continuity between the grades.
so that aU students in. given school will have acltievcd the same Icarncr outcomes
when they enter Core FreDCh in grw;Ic 4.
THE PRIMARY CORE FRENCH PROGRAM
GRADES KINDERGARTEN TO THREE
INSTRUcnoNAL PHILOSOPHY
The instructional philosophy for this program is fotmdcd upon the basis oCtbe
principles underlying language acquisition and leaming theories. specifically
interactiomst theories of IanBua8e development As an outgrowth of interacbonist
theory the wbole-llllguage philosophy oflaDsuaae ~sition is eudorsed., based
upon the asswnption dlallanguqe is more effectively Ieamed when taught within •
holistic. meaningful conIcXl While rccogniziog IDd aclmowlcdgiDg the various
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strands and/or componenu of language (listening, speaking, viewing, reading.
writing), the total language system is greater than the swn of its pans. The literature
confinns the eltistence ofa complex series of interrelationships between the various
strands. Improvement and growth in one particular area will inevitably prompt
growth in another, although perhaps not at the same rate. In a whole-language
learning environment all Sbands ue recognized but not isola&ed, as traditionally
occurred when second-language instruction was synonymous with rote learning of
vocabulary and grammar. Students now will stillleam vocabulary and grammar, but
in a contextualized way. In a whole-language environment a student is exposed 10 all
strands oflanguage, particularly listening, speaking and viewing. Because listening
and speaking are the first components oflanguage that a child develops, they should
be the focus of the primary core French propam. The ultimale pi of primary and
elementary communicative language teaching is to enable students to verbally
communicate proficiently. The listening, speaking and viewing strands, therefore.
must be given their proper priority, alongside those of reading and writing. This can
and will occur in a whole-language environmenl Listening, speaking and viewing
skills may be reinforced with practice and repetition. Instruction shouJd be
individualized and student-ccntered. and occur in a holistic, meaningful context.
Whole-class activities, small group activities. movement, music, play, and drama may
be used to achieve learner outcomes.
LEARNER OUTCOMES
Leamer OUt(:omes may be clusificd into three cacegories: attitudinal, cultural,
and linguistic.
AttiIluIJlf&I awe..-s -The main goal ofteaching a second language is to
foster a positive attitude towards the new language and the culture oftbosc
who speak it Sucb outcomes are often difficult to measure and, therefore,
must be based on the observations ofthe teacher.
..
o,u",raI 0IdaHwI- Cultural outcomes are also difficult to measure, but
when achieved they should provide students with a knowledge and
understanding oflhe similarities and differences between French and
English-speaking Canadians. Evaluation ofcultural outcomes must also
be based on teacher observations.
Lillplsdc 0IIIt:0Mn. The main goal of primary COfe French is to develop
listening, speaking and viewing skills. Development of these strands of
the French language should occupy one hundred per cent of the
instructional time allocated to the tcaclling ofFrench in primary grades.
There should be no (annal study of language structure at this level.
Linguistic outcomes can be evaluated in a nwnber ofways, including the
use of~her observations. testing, and portfolio analysis.
The following section outlines specific learner outcomes for kinderganen to
grade three, categorized according to the typology described above.
OUTCOMES FOR KINDERGARTEN
Because ofa shorter school day the program for kindergarten must vary from
that of the other primary grades. It is. therefore. recommended that kindergarten
outcomes be realized by means ofan integrative appro8Ch. Kindergarten teachers
may introduce basic vocabulary and phrases via the content ofother curricular areas.
For example. 'calendar activities' each moming provide an opportunity to introduce
nwnbers in French, as well as some common greetings. New vocabulary can also be
introduced and practiced as studeIICs partjc:ipItC in classroom and/or scbool activities.
AITmJDINdL OUTCOMES
By the end oflrinderprten, SlUdems will be expe<ted to:
» show enthusiasm for 1eaminS and !;peakins French
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j,Jo contribute to the overall classroom aunospbere by participating in French-
related activities
,. understand thai they wi II make errors in pronunciation or meaning. and
that making errors is a part of learning
,. display some risk-taking behaviors
,. feel uninhibitedlunintimidated by the sound of the French language
., understand that it is possible to Ieam a new language
CYLTUIlAL DYrcOMES
By the end of kindergarten. students will be expected to:
,. have a developing notion of what language is and how it is use<i
.,. realize that people allover the world do not speak the same language
,. understand thai Frem:h-speaking children are the same as English-
speaking cltildren, but that there are differences in such things as food and
games
., know that there are French newspapers. magazines. television, radio
stations. movies. and computer games
UNGUISTIC 0llTCOMES
By the end of kindergarten. students will be expected to:
Us"',,,,
., demonstrate comprehension of basic vocabulary and simple ptuascs
,. carry out some commands used in class and around the sc:hool
-,. understand when they are expmed to respond
~
-,. respond appropriately to simple questions asked by the teacher
, pronounce the names ofa few familiar objects and places around the
school with some proficiency
;.. pronounce simple pInses with some proficiency
, make attempts to ask simple questioDs in French
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fi!!!!!Ir
;. identify pietwt:s ofsimple objects in Frencb
;;.. respond to simpe questions in French by pointing to. pietw'e, object, or
pi...
OUTCOMES FOR GRADE I
Leamer outcomes for grade I build upon those outlined for kindcrganen:.
They will include new outcomes, and reinforce those that have already been staled.
A1T/lT!DtNdL OlITCOMES
By the end ofgrade I, students will be expected 10:
, show enthusiasm for learning and speaking French
... contribute to the overall classroom atmosphere by puticiprlting in songs,
games, drama, and classroom discussions
,. understand thai: lbey will make errors in pn>nuDCiltion or meaning and thai
making errors is a put of Icamiftg
;. display risk-taki.D& behaviors in tbcir atrempU 10 respond and
cornmwUcole
,. begin to feel c:omfonabJe and accusuxned 10 the sound ofthe Freneh
language
., understand thai it is possib&c: to learn. new languqe
CULTU!tAL OUTCOMES
By the end ofgrade I, students will be expected to;
., know thai some people in Newfoundland and Canada speak French
., undcrslaDd that Freoch-spcaking f;hildml ace the same as English-
spealriog chikiml, but tbat tbm are some cultural ctiffermces
;. be familiar with some of the cultural diffcmx:cs bcIwccn Frencb and
EogIisb-spcoIriDc poop!<, such IS tnditioolll foodsand_
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, realize that there are French newspapers, magazines, television, radio
stations, movies. and computer games
,. Wlderstand the term 'bilingual'
;,. know thai there are other languages spoken in Canadalthe world besides
English and French
LINGUISTIC 0lfrcOMES
By the end ofgrade I, students will be expected to:
LisU1tJ!III
;,. demonstrate comprehension of basic: vocabulary and short phrases
,. demonstrate comprehension ofa short conversation consisting of basic
structures and words (accompanied by pictures)
,. select a sOOn phrase or word that corresponds to a pteture
., cany out some commands used in class and around the school
., understand wben they are expected 10 respond
~
., respond appropriately to simple questions asked by the teacher
;.. pronounce known vocabulary with increasing proficiency
;.. pronounce simple phJases with increasing proficiency
,. ask simple questions in French
., participate in short conversations consisting of basic structures and words
., make a short scatement about a picture with teacher support and guidance
(errors will likely occ:urthat may interfere with mans)
., sing along with learned soogs
fliew/¥
;,. identify pictures ofsimple objects in French
;.. respond to simple French questions by pointing 10 a picture, object. or
place
;.. follow a short story or f;:OOversation with pictures that represem: it
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OUTCOMES FOR GRADE 2
Leamer outcomes for grade 2 build upon those outlined for kinderganen and
grade I. Again.. they present new outcomes and reinforce those that have already
been stated.
AmTVDINdL OUTCOMES
By the end ofgrade 2, students will be expected to:
, show enthusiasm for ICllIlURg and speaking French
". display a desire to communicate in French
;, contribute to the overall classroom atmosphere by participating in songs.
games, dtarna, classroom discussions, and group activities
,. understand that they will make errors in pronunciation or meaning, and
that making errors is a part of learning
,. display increased risk-taking behaviors in their anempts to respond and
communicate
,. feel comfortable and acc:ustomed to the sound of the French language
,. understand that it is possible to Ieam a new language
CULTlJW Ol/rcOMEf
By the end ofgrade 2, students will be expected to:
., know that some peop'e in Newfoundland, Canada and other parts oftbe
world speak: freJK:h
,. understand that French-spcaking children are the same as English-
speaking children. but there are some cultural differences
., be familiar with some oftbe cultural differmces between French-speaking
and English-speaking people, sueh as traditional foods and ce&ebrations
., rt:alize that there are French newspapers. magazines, television. radio
stations, movies, and computer games
;,. understand the tenD 'biJinaual'
",. recognize that there are other languages spoken in CanadaIthe world
besides English and French
,. begin to develop an understanding of the term. 'culture', in a very general
LINGUISTIC 0YTCOMES
By the end ofgrade 2, students will be expected to:
Lls,ttJi""
., demonstrate comprehension ofbasic vocabuJuy, shan phr8ses, and
specific questions
,. demonstrate comprehension ofa sbort conversation consisting of basic
structures and words (accompanied by pictures)
,. demonstrate comprehension ofa short conversation consisting of basic
structw"es and words (without pictures)
,. demonstrate comprehension ofa short passage or story read by the teacher
or heard on tape
;.. select a short phrase or word that corresponds co Ii picture
,. carry out commands used in class and arouod the school
,. understand when they are expected to respond
~
., respond appropriately 10 simpe questions asked by the ceacher
., pronounce known vocabulary with inc:rcasing proficieney
,. pronounce simpfc phrases with increasing proficiency
., ask simple questions in French
., participate in short conversations with the teacher and other students
consisting ofbasic structW'es and words
, make a short statement about a picture (errors willlikelyocc:ur thai may
interfere with mcanillj"may need to be prompted by teacher)
,. sing along with learned songs
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;, make anempts to use Ieamed vocabulary or simple phrasesIquestions
without being prompted by the teacher
Vln/i.
... identify pictures ofsimple objects in French
-, respond to simple French questions by pointing to a picture, object, or
place or by verbal answers
,. follow a short story or conversation with and without pictures that
represent it
,.. distinguish between words and/or text that are written in English and those
thai are written in French (students should not be expected to read words
or teX1 in French, but only to identify each language)
OUTCOMES FOR GRADE J
Learner outcomes for grade 3 build upon those that were outlined in
kinderganen. grade I, and grade 2. They also present new expec;:tations and reinforce
those that have already been staled.
AITInJDINAL OUTCOMES
By the end ofgrade 3, students will be expected to:
,. show enthusiasm for learning and speaking French
,. display a desire to communicate and interact in French
, contribute to the overaJi classroom aunospbere by perticiPiting in songs,
games, drama, classroom discussions, and group activities
., understand that they may make errors in pronunciation or meaning, and
that making errors is a part of learning
,. gratefully accept corrections to pronunciation and meaDing made by the
teacher
.,. display increased riskAakins behaviors in their attempts to rcspood and
communicate
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;. feel completely comfortable and at ease in a French language environment
;. understand thai it is possible to learn a new language
CllLTURAL OUTCOMES
By the end ofgrade 3, students will be expected to:
,. know that some peopte in Newfoundland, Canada and other parts of the
world speak French
,. understand that French-speaking children are the same as English.
speaking children.. but that theTe lie some culrwal differences
,. be familiar with some of the cultural differences between French-speaking
and English-speaking people. such as traditional foods and celebrations
.,. realize that there are French newspapers, magazines, television, radio
stations, movies, and computer games
,. understand the term 'blJingual'
,. be familiar with some of tile advantages of being bilingual
;. recognize that there are other languages spoken in Canada/the world
besides English and French
;.. begin (0 develop an underscanding oftbc term 'culture' in a general sense
,. have a basic understanding of French culture in the Canadian contelCl
UNGUIST" OUTCOMES
By the end ofgrade 3, students will be expected to:
LisUW
., demonstrate accW'lte (:omprebensioo ofbas;c vOQlbuJuy, short phrases,
and specific questions
,. demonstrate accW'llte comprehension ofa short conversation consisting of
basic structures and words (accompwUcd by pictures)
,. demonstrate accurate comprehension ofa short convusation consisting of
basic structures and words (without pietures)
"
:;.. demonstrate accW8te comprehension ofa short passage or story read by
the teacher or heard on a tape
;;. select a short phrase or word that conesponds 10 a picture
,. carry out commands used in class and around the school
, understand when they are expected CO respond
,. distinguish between English and French via the auditory mode
~
-, respond appropriately to simple questions asked by the teacher
,. pronounce known vocabulary with increasing proficiency
., pronounce simple phrases with increasing proficiency
,. ask simple questions and make requests in French
;. panicipate in short conversations with the leacher and other students
consisting of basic strue:tures and words
, independently make a short statement aboua a picture (errors may occur
that will interfere with meaning)
:;.. sing along with learned songs
., make attempts 10 use learned vocabulaly or simple phrasesIquestions
without being prompted by the teacher
:;.. have a near native-like accent
He1.!lI:
., identify pi;tures ofsimple objccts in French
., respond to simple French questions by pointing to a picture. object, or
place or by verbal answers
,. follow a short story orcon~with and without pictures that
represent it
,. distinguish between words and/or text that are wriuen in English and those
that are written in French (students should DOt be expected to read words
or text in French. but only to idcntifycach Ianguqe)
,. be able to use a French picture dictionary 10 locate Freoch words
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CONTENT
In order to realize learner outcomcs,l'CCOftUneIlded topics!contem for each
grade level are presented. The topics/content are designed to increase comprehension
(listening and speakiog) and to help develop proficient oral production. Because
repetition facilitates communicative competence, especially for younger students.
content is repeated and expanded upon at each grade level. Nevertheless., each
language learning 'event' is a new and creative experience. Content presented at
previous grade levels is identified by the letter 'R', and content new to a grade level is
marked with the letter 'N', Teachers need not devote as much instructional time to
content that has been leamed in previous grades as they do to new topics. Content
that is repealed is presented for review and reinforcement. and/or as a lead into new
topics.
CONTENT FOR KINDERGARTEN
Greeting., (N)- saying hello and good-bye, introducing themselves, asking 5Omeone's
name, asking and replying to questions about how they are feeling (Bonjour, Au
Revoir. Je m'appeJle, Comment s 'appe/le-tu? CommenJ fO va?, c;a va bien, Ca va
mal)
Numbers (N)- using the numbers &om 0 to 10.
School (N)- using vocabulary related to objects in the classroom and school (I'ecole.
fa classe. les crayons, les papiers. les livres)
~ (N)- identifyioa basic coloun (bleu, vert, rouge,jaune, orange. blanc, nair)
Weather (N)- using basic vocabuJary related to the weather (Quel tempsfait.il? II fail
soleil. 1/ plew, II neige. II vente. 1/failJroid, IIfail cllaud. C'est nuageux)
Alphabet (N} beginning to lcam the alphabet
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CONTENT FOR GRADE I
Greetings (R" N)- saying hello and good-bye, introducing themselves, asking
someone's rwne. asking and replying to questions about age. stating wbether they are
a boy or a girl. asking and "plying to questions about how they are feeling, saying
their phone number (Bonjolil', Au Revoir, Je m'appelle. Je suis une flile/un garfOn,
Comment fa va?, Co va bien, Co va nIQl. Que/ age OS-lu?)
Numbers (R)~ using numbers from 0 to 10.
School (R). using vocabulary related toobjects in the classroom and school (/'ecole.
10 cJasse. les crayonJ, /es papiers, Jes livres)
Colours (R) - identifying t.5ic colours (bleu, vert, rouge. jaune. orange, blanc. nair;
Weolher(R) - using basic vocabulary related to the weather (Quel temps/ait.i/? 1/
fait soleit. II pJeul. II neige, II venie, II fait froid. II fail chaud, C'UI nuageux)
Alphabet (R) - knowing how to say the alphabet
Parl.w oDhe Body(N)- saying basic vocabulary related to p8I'tS of the body (Ie ne, 10
bouche. les yeux, les dOigts. /0 tele. les mains, les pieds. les cheveu:c. les deNS, les
jombes, Ie dos)
fE.!:!J.& (N) - identifying members ofme family (papa. maman, grand.papa, grand-
ItUJman
Animals (N) - using basic vocabulary for animals (Ie chien, Ie chat, Ie conari, Ie
poisson, l'ilephant. l'ourson)
Foods (N)· using vocabulary related to meals. fruits. and vegetables (Ies repas, Ie
table. la dinde, bon appelile, les fruits, la saJade. la pomme. la poire, la peche.
l'anana, la banane. l'orange. les raisilU. les legumes. Ie jardin, la COralie, Ie chou,
l'oignon, la IOmale, la pomme de te"e. Ie boI. la soupe)
Geotn£lric 5hgpes (N) - identifying circle. square. triangfe. rectangle (Ie cerele. 10
carre, Ie triangle. Ie rectangle)
Prepositions (N) ~ using on, UDder, in front ot: behind, in, next to. to the left of, to the
right of (sur, SOUS, devanl, de"iere, dons, aCOle de, agauche, adroil)
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Winter (N) • using vocabuJary related to winter clotlles and winter sports (des
vetements, l'hohit, Ie[oulard, /0 tuque. Jajupe, ies col/ants. Ie chandai/o les bones. Ie
pan/a/on, la chemise. les chowsenes. les espadriJles. Ie chapeau. les lunelfes. les
po/ins. les nri/aines, 10 robe. les souJiers. ies sports d'htver, patinef'. glinef'. skier.
motoneige, !'hockey)
Seasons (N) - identifying winter. spring., swnmer, fall (l'h;ver. Ie prjntemps. /'ite,
I'automnej
Halloween (N) • using vocabulary related to Hallowten (Ie soir, Ie costume, noiT, 10
sorciere. Ie bolai. peUf', Ie fan/time, l'hibou, /0 citroui/le)
Chr/stma.J (N) - using vocabulary related to Christmas (pere Noel. fa cheminee. les
joue/s, les boules. les /umieres)
Eafler (N)· using vocabulary related to Easter (lafite de Ptiques. Ie lapin, les oeu{s,
ie chaco/at)
CONTENT FOR GRADE 2
Greetings (It, N~ saying hello and good-bye, introducing themselves. asking
someone's name, asking and replying to questions about age, stating whether they are
a boy or a girl, asking and replying to questions about how they are feeling, saying
their phone nwnber, saying thank: you (Bonjour, Au Revoir, Je M'appelle, Je suis une
fille. un gar~oll, COnunelll ~a va?, Co va bien. Ca va mal, Comme ci comme fa. Quef
age as.tu?, Merci)
Numbers (R, N)- using numbers from 0 to 25.
Schoof (R, N)· using vocabulary related to objects in the classroom, some subjeli:ts,
and places in the school (I'ecole, 10 c1asse. les crayons, les papiers, les livres, une
gomme, un cahier, une regie, des ciseara. de 10 colle, line craie. un tableau. l1li
bureau. une chaise, Ie bUTeou de 10 secretoire;de 10 directrice, 10 bibliolhique, Ie
gymnase. cafculer, ecrire. 10 mWique. dessiner, un ordinatell1', une calcu/atrice.
instrumenJ de musique. Ie professeur. 10 professeure.. Ie directeUT. 10 diredrice)
Colour.f (R, N). identifying basic colours (blel4 ven, rouge,joune, orange, blanc.
noir. rose, bnm)
Weather (R, N) - using vocabulary related to the weather (Quel tempslait·i1?/Iloit
soleil, /I plew, /I neige. /I velUe, /I fait froid, IIfoit chaud. Cest nuageux, /Iloit
mains ... degres)
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Alphabet (R). knowing how to say the alphabet
PartS of/he Brxiv (R. N)- using vocabulary related 10 ).WtSofthe body (Ie ne:. 10
bouche, les yew:, les doigts. fa tete, Jes mains, les pieds, les chevew:. les denLs. les
]ombes, Ie dos, Ie COil, les orei/les)
Parts Of/he Body (Animals) (N) - using vocabulary related to parts ofan animal's
body (fa queue, les panes, /a criniere, la trompe)
fJJJ!Ef.J!. (Il, N) - identifying members of the family (papa. maman, grand-papa.
grand.maman, man pire, ma mere. trIO grand-mere, mon grand-pere. man frere. rna
soeur, man cousin, ma cousine, ['oncle. 10 tan/e)
Animals (R. N) - using vocabulary for animals (ie chien, Ie chaJ, Ie canar;. Ie
poisson, /'i/ephant. J'awson, WI singe. un kangaroo. II1Ie autruehe. un /ion. une
gIrDle. un crocodile. un :ebre, un IigTe, un cheval)
Foods (Il. N) - using vocabuJary related to food (les repos. Ie table, bon appetite, les
fruits. 10 sa/ode, fa pomme, fa poin. /0 piche, l'QJ1QnD. la banone. /'orunge. les
raisins, les legumes. Ie Jardin, 10 carone. Ie chou. I'oignon, fa tomore. la pomme de
terre, Ie bol, la soupe, les aliments, du lait, dUjus, du pain, des ceriales, du framage,
de la confiture. du beUTre d'cuachide, des biscuits, un sandwich, de la viande. du
jombon, de la laitue. Ie dejeuner, Ie diner. Ie souper, une tOllTliere, de ta dinde, des
beignes. un gateau, du punch, du sucre. de 10 farine. des oeuft, des craquelines)
Geometric Shapes (R) - identifylng circle, square, triangle, rectangle (Ie cerele, to
carre. Ie Iriangle. Ie rectangle)
Prepositions (R, N) - using 00, under, in front of, behind, in, oelrt 10, 10 the right of,
to the left of, between (S16. sow, devanl. derriere, dans, QcOte de, Qgauche de. iJ
droigt de. au-des$JU de. au-dessous de. entre)
Days ofthe Week. (N) - saying the seven days ofttle w=k (les j016s de la semaine,
lundi, mardi, mercredi.jeudi. ventlredi. samedi, dimanche)
Months Of/he Year (N) - saying be twelve months of the year (les mois de ronnie.
Janvier.Fevrier, mars, avril. mai.jllin,juiJlet, QQW, septembre, novembre, dicembre)
Birthdays (N) - using vocabulary related to birthday celebrations (Joyeux
anmversaire!, Ton anniVersaire. e'esl quand?o Man anniVersaire. c'eslle... )
l'!lli! (N) - using vocabulary related to commoo toys (Ies jouets. wre fiuie. un robot,
une bicycleue, une fXlupie. un v;Q/on, un cerf-volanJ)
nClothes (R, N) - using vocabulary related to clothing (des vetemenls, /'habit, Ie
foulard, la tuque, /a jupe. les co//an/s. Ie chanda/I. les boues, Ie pan/alon, 10 chemise,
les chowsettes, les espadrilles. Ie chapeau, les lunelles. les polins. les mila/nes, 10
robe, les sou/ieTs, /es sports d'htver, paliner, glisser, skier, mtJIoneige, I'hoc!ey, un
fee-shirt, des bas. des chaussures. une ceinture. une blouse. un impermeable. un
manteau, un parapluie. un anorak.. U1J pyjama)
House (N) - using vocabulary related to rooms of the house and objccts in the
bedroom (les pieces de fa moison. /'e1llree. 10 cuisine, Ie salon, fa saile de bains. 10
chamhre acallCher, un iiI, line commode. un placard, un oreiller, une elagere. un
cOJfre iJ Jouels, une corbei/le Ii papier)
Work (N) - using vocabulary related to occupations and places where people work
(!'ecole, l'h6pital. Ie pare, Ie cenrre commercia!, Ie mwet?, Ie dipanneur. Ie
restaurant, Ie~rche. fa phannacie. fa librarie. Ie magosi" de velemellls, Ie
cmema, le''Ja "ilfidecin, Ie coiffeuda coiffeuse, le'la den/iste, Ie directeurla direc"ice,
Ie professeuTlla professeure. Ie musicieNla musicienne, /'infinnieril'infinniere. Ie
,·hauffeur.la chauffeuse de uuvd'awobus. Ie pompierla pompiere, Ie facteuda
jac"ice. Ie poIicieda po/iciere. Ie.la vete,inaire. Ie vem/eur:la vendeuse)
Searons (R) - identifying winter, spring, summer, raU (1'hiver. Ie primemps. /'ite,
I'automne)
Fall (N) - using vocabulary related 10 Fall (rme oie. un gland, des feuil/es. un «Unil.
un champignon, un arbre)
S2mJg(N) - using vocabulary related to Spring (10 pluie, un arc-en ciel. un
parapluie, les crocus. les fleurs. les oiseaux, un nid, les oies, les arbre.)~
Halloween (R, N) - using vocabulary related to HaJloween (1e soir. Ie costume, noir.
10 sorciere, Ie balai, peur. Ie fanJ6me. l'hiboll, la ciJrouille, c'est I'Halioween, c'est Ie
3I octobre. un masque. un clown, un vampire. un squelette. une maison hantee, une
chauve-souris)
Christmas (R. N) • using vocabulary related to Christmas (Pere Noll. la cheminee. les
jouets. les houles, les lumieres, la moustache, la barbe, 10 tuqlle, Ie costume. 10
ceinture. les bottes. Ie sac du Pere Noel, Ie traineau, les rennes. un sapin de Noel, une
canne de Noel, une boule de Noel. IDle guirlantie)
Valentines Dav(N). using vocabuJary related to Valentine's Day (une carre, un
message, un coeur, &nne Saim-Valenlin. le Saint-Valentin, Je t'aime)
Easter (R, N) - using vocabulary relale<110 Easter (laftte de Ptiques. Ie lapin. les
oeufs. Ie chocoJOI, des pmJIes en chocoJat)
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CONTENT FOR GRADE 3
Greetings (R. N)- saying hello and good-bye. introducing themselves. asking
someone's name, asking and replying to questions about age, stating whether they are
a boy or a girl, asking and replying to questions about how they are feeling, saying
their phone nwnber. saying thank you (&njour, Bonsoir, Au Revoir, Je m'appelle. Je
SUi5 une{tile un garr;on. Comment r;a va?, Co va bien. <;a va mol. Comme ci comme
r;;a, Ires bien, Quel age as./u? Mere;. Mere; beaucoup, C'est, Mon nom est .. . Sa/Uf, A
bien/ot, Alld)
Numbers (II. N)- using numbers from 0 to 60.
School (R, N)· using vocabulary related to objects in the classroom. some subjects.,
places in the school, and friends (Nco/e. /0 c/osse. lea crayons, fes papiers, lea livrea.
une gomme, un f..'Ohier. une reg/e. des c;seaux, de /0 colle, une craie, un tableau. un
bureau, une chaise, Ie bureau de fa secretaire·de fa direclrice, /0 bib/io/heque. Ie
gymnase, ca/euler, icrire, fa mWique, dessiner. 101 ordinateur, une caJcuJotrice.
mstrumenl de musique. Ie pTojesseur, la professeuTe. Ie directeur, 10 diTeCtTice, un
lJ/eve. un ami)
ColouTs (R) - identifYing basic colours (bleu. veTt, rouge, jaIme, OTQ1Ige. blanc, noiT,
Tose brun)
WeatheT (R) - using vocabulary related to the weather (Quel temps fait-if? /1 fait
solei/, 1/ pleut, 1/ neige, 1/ veme, 1/fait froid. 1/fait chaud, C'est nllagela, /1 fait
mcnf!S... degres)
Alphabet (R) - knowing how to say the alphabet
PaTtS ofthe Body (R, N) - using vocabulary related to p8rtS of the body (Ie rre:. la
bouche. les yeta, les doigu, la tite. les maif!S, les pieds, les cheveux, les derris. fes
}ambes, Ie dos, Ie cou, les oni//es, les epaules, les genoux)
POTts ofthe Body (AnimalsJ (R, N) - using vocabulary related to parts ofan animal's
body (fa queue, les paltes, la cTiniere. la trompe, Ie bec, Ie corps, des pllI1Ms)
f!mli!J!. (R) - identifying members of the family (papa. maman, grand-papa. grarui·
maman, man peTe, ma miTe, ma grarui.meTe, man grand-pere. monfrire, ma soeUf'.
mon cousin, rna cousine, I'one/e, la tante)
Animals (R. N) - using vocabulary for animals (Ie chien, Ie chat, Ie catJQTi. Ie
poisson, J'elephanl, l'ourSOll, un singe. 101 kangaroo. IDle alitruChe, un lion, une
girofe, un cTocodile, un :ebre. un tigre, un cheval, la guepe, la soW'is, la mouffene. un
lapin, 101 Taton laveur. une oie, une hirondelle. ID'I castor)
"Foods (R). using vocabulary related to food (ies ,epos. Ie toble. bon appetit. les
fruits. /0 saJade. /0 pomme, fa poire, fa piche. /'anana, 10 MIlOne. /'orange. ies
'Qisin~, les legumes, Ie jardin, /0 corotle. Ie chou, ['oignan, 10 lamote. /0 pomme de
terre, Ie hoI. 10 soupe. les olimen/s, du loil, du jus, du pain, des ciriales, dufromage,
de /0 confiture. du heurre d'QJ'(Jchide. des bisCUits, un sandwich, de fa viande. du
jambon, de fa lai/lle. Ie dejeuMT, Ie diner. Ie sauper. lUre tourtiere. de la dinde. des
beignes, un gateau, du punch. du sw:re. de /0 larine, des oeuft. des craquelines)
Geometric Shapes (R) - identifying circle. square, triangle. rectangle (Ie cercle, /0
corre, ie triangle. Ie rectangle)
PreWilion..f (R, N) - using on, under, in front of, behind, in, next to, etc. (sur, sous,
devam, derriere, dans. QcOle de, Ii gauche de. a drOIt de. au-desslLJ de, au-dessollS
de. entre, en haUl, en bas)
Days ofthe Week (R) - saying the seven days of the week (lesjours de 10 semaine,
lundi, mardi, mercred;, jeudi, vendredi, samedi, dimonclJe)
Months ofthe Year (R) - saying the twelve months oftbe year (Ies mais de J'annee,
janvier.jevrier, mars, (IlIril, moi,juin.juillet, omit, sepumbre, nowmhre, decembre)
Birthdays (R) - using vocabulary related to binhday celebrations (Joyeux
anniversaire.l, Ton annmrsaire, c'est qwmd?, Mon anniversaire, c'est Ie .. .)
~ (R) ~ using vocabulary related to common toys (Ies jauets, une jiJsie, un robot,
une bicyclelte, une poupee, un vio/on. 101 cerfllOiant)
Clothes (R) - using vocabulary related to clothing (des veletm!nts, I'habit, Ie foulard,
10 tuque, lajupe, les co//anlS, Ie chandoi/. lu boltes, Ie pantalon, la chemise, lu
chausseues, les espadrilles, Ie chapeau, les lunelles, les POlins, les mitoines, 10 robe,
les sauliers, les sports d'hmr, patiner, glisser, slcier, motoneige, I'hockey, un tee-
shirl, des bas, des chawsures, une ceinture, une bIO/Lfe, un impermeahle, un
mmlteau, un parapillie, un atlOf'Ok. un pyjama)
!:f.!EJJ.s. (R) - using vocabulary related to rooms oftbc house and objects in the
bedroom (Ies pieces de 10 moisan, J'entree, la cuisine. Ie salon. 10 sa//e de bains, la
chamhre QcoucMr, un iiI, rme commode, un placard, un areiJler, une itagere, 101
coffre ajnuels, une corbeille Ii papier)
Work(R) - using vocabulary related to occllpllrions and places where people work
(I'ecole, I'hopilal, Ie pare, Ie centre commercial. Ie musee, Ie difJ'llf1N!JlT, Ie
restaurant, Ie supermorche, la pharmacie, la lihrorie, Ie magus;n de vitements. Ie
cinema, Ida midecin, Ie coiffeurl/a ,.;'OijfeJJSe. leda demisle, Ie directeurdo directrice.
Ie professeur!la professeure, Ie mJlSicienfla musicienne. I'infirmierl/';nfirmiere, It!
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chaujftUf'tlo chaujfe~ de taxild'outoblLf. Ie powtpier/lo pompien. Ie jocltlUtlo
[actrice, Ie poJicierda poI/ciere. /e/la veterinoire. Ie vendeJit'l1o vendewe)
Seasons (R) - identifying wimer, spring, summer, raU (l'hiver. Ie primemps. Nli.
l'oUlomne)
Fall (R)- using vocabuJuy related to Fan (une oit. illig/and, desfniJ/e.s.. un «uTei/.
un champlgnon. un arbre)
S2.ri!!i (R) - using vocabulary relatod 10 Spring (fa pI~;e. un arc-en ciel. un
purupluie. les crocU$, les jleurs. les oiseaux. un nid, Its oies, les arbres)
Halloween (R) - using vocabulary related to Halloween (Ie solr, lecosJll1rte. no;r, fa
sore/ere. Ie balai. pew, Ie jQII/OItw. I'hiboJl, fa citroui//e. c'eM /'Hallowun, c'w Ie 3/
octobre, un masque, un clow", un vompire. un sqlldette, vne matson honIie, line
chuuve-souns))
ChrlSlmas (R)· using vocabulary related 10 Christmas (Pen Noil. 10 chttminie./es
Jouers, les bowes. Its tumiires. fa mowtoche, /0 barbe. 10 luque, Ie costume, /0
ceimure, les bottes. Ie sac du Pert Noll. Ie Iro;neau, les rennes, un sapin de Noll, line
canne de Noll. une boule de Notl, une plrlandej
VaJenJ;ne'J Day(R)· using vocabulary related to VUentine's o.y (une ctUfe. am
me.swge. un coeur. Bonne Soint·ValenJ;", Ie Soint-VQ/elll;n, Je I'o;me)
~ (R) - using vocabulary reialCd 10 Easler (laftle de PaqllU, Ie lapill, lu oeIIj$.
Ie chaco/ai, des poules en chocolaJ)
I1.!!!§. (N) - saying put ortbeday, and time on lbc: hour (Ie malin, Ie soir. I'opres-midi.
asix heures, adix heureJ. elc.)
ACliOltf (N) - usinc vocabulary related 10 ICtions (se lever. s'/Iirer. bOiler, se faver, se
brosser, se coiffer, se wtaqllil/er,s' hobiller,jouer./aire, menre.jonglt!r. s'endonnir.
prifirer. tovmer. donner. inviter. S'tmnaeT. ilJldier, 1rtt1Itf;tT. oi/Mr. voir. arriver,
travaJiler. monJrer, pnndre, acheler. t/usi1tU. marcher. voIer. lamber. danser,
nager, gUsser, patiner. monger)
~ (N) - saying the provinces and territories ofCanada (Ie pays. Ie Canoda, des
TerriloireJ du NorJ-Owsl. Ie YukcHr, Ie Saskatchewan, Ie Manitoba, 10 Colombie-
Brilanniqw. f'Albena. l'(}"tario. Ie Quibec. fa NOINe//e-icosse. Ie Nwveall-
Bnnuwick. la Tf!1n Newt. L'j/e-dJ#.Prina.E:doIlfll'd)
Fee/inp (N)- usiDa: vocabulary reIaIcd to bow someone feels ("isle. COItIDri. lajoif!.
la peur, hf!ureu:r, fiichi)
nNeed (N) - using expressions ofneed (J'a; besain de ., De quai as-tu heroin?)
INTEGRATING FRENCH
In kindergarten it was suggested that FretK:h instruction be integrated with
other cwncular areas.. and not taught as a separate subject This approach is possible
in all primary grades. Integrating french into the various subject areas provides
students with the opponunity to experience the French language in a meaningful
context and relate it to all aspectS of their environment It is recommended that
leachers integrate French vocabulary and phrases with themes and'or other subject
areas whenever possible.
TEACHING MEmODOLOGY
The teaching methodology for the prinwy core French program is based on
the instructional philosophy outlined in this guide. To realize the goals oCtile
program, in accordance with its mission statement. instruction should be delivered via
3lI approach thai takes leaming theory and leamer characteristics into consideration.
One such approach is the modified language experience approech.. It has been proven
effective for first and secood-Ianguagc development and is based on whole-language
principles. The language experience approech is adapted for secorJd..language
learners by focusing on oraIlanguagc. 0raJ language development helps students
become flexible and fluent in the expression oftbeir ideas. The deli~ of
instruction focuses on language-sensitive content lessons. Activities or experiences
can be developed around themes and/or students' interesU. Following the activities.
teachers and students engage in oral discussion. The features ofthis approacb are
based on lXn ideas. group experience. and scaffolded oral expression activities. Core
ideas provide the thl:mes through which vocabuluy and ideas are learned in
meaningful contexts. Group expcrieoce allows each student to participate as a result
"
oforal discussions or spcIIdaDeOUS language opportunities. Sc:afI'olded oral
expression activities alJow srudcots to use the new languaae in more.structured ways
with teacher guidance. In these activities, specific linguistic dements can be targeted
and drawn from the overall theme. The modified IaDtuaac experience IpIX'08Cb
involves more than ODe delivery mode. whicb can be belpfuJ in addressing inWviduai
learning styles. It is also in hannony with irnerxtionist lhcorics of language
development, taking racton such as the environment, social inteTKtion. and
recognition of the student as an individual into consideration.
EV.o\LUATION
Student achievement in primary Core French must be assessed and reported to
parents based on the learner cx*:omes specified for each grade level. Assessment in
the primary Core French program is designed 10 dc1ermine "''hit students comprehend
and can do with wtw they have learned. Since the propam is bucd on lisaening.
speaking and vievriDg ICtivities. students shoWd not be requi~ to perform~ or
writing tasks for evaluatioo purposes. Assessmem shoukI involve keeping
observational records. Cbccklisls may be used for this JIW"PO'5e 10 record progress in
listening, speaking and viewins skills. Evaluative ebccldists can be fouod in the
appendix. Another type: ofas.sessmcnt involvC5 SNdent-teac:her coofercncing 10
assess articulation. Again.. checkHsts can be used to record progress. Students may
keep portfolios that arc rcpmenwive of their woc1c rdated 10 spccifi<: conIellt
Portfolios may cootain items sucb as drawings. records ofpme play, and activity
sheets. Teachers can aJso use portfolios for evaluative putpo5CS.
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RESOURCES
GRADES KINDERGARTEN TO THREE
This section will provide an outline and description of recommended
resources for the primary Core French program for grades kindergarten to 3.
Recommendations are included for commercially-produced rcsourc:es, and for
technological resources such as websites and computer software.
COMMERCIALLV·PRODUCED RESOURCES
Two commercially-produced programs are recommended as basic resowus
for the primary Core French program. one for kindergarten and one for grades I to 3.
KINDERGARTEN
The m:ommended resource for kindergarten is:
PlrooIi
H..,.~ F..'... ,.,......
D.C H_ e.-t.l.J&
AUlIIDn, AM,,_
1..tJIdMMcX1lutMl
~thfoJJ
C<>pyrlg"'@l'"
ISBN U"MJ222·2
PirouJ; is a comprehensive program for children who begin the study of
French as a second language between the ages OHOUl and six. It consists offour
levels, but only one level is recommended for Icindergarten. The principal aim of the
first level is to develop the studcnt's comprehension ofFrench tJvough listening
activities. This program helps to foster positive attitudes towards the French
language and culture. and CIICOUJ88CS students to express themselves in French.
There are rbfmes, songs. stories, dialogues. fairy tales. games and various craft
activities included. The compoocots ofPirowi are:
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a teacher's guide (available in French and in English)
a set ofcassettes
a set of student activity sheets
a set ofdiagnostic evaluation sheets
a set of flashcards., including cut-out cards
a puppet named Pirou/i
a house for Pirouil
a Pirouli presentation kit
Activities can be selected from this resource to realize the learner outcomes
recommended for kindergarten. Kindergarten teachers may choose the content~
specific activities that are appropriate. and need not complete all components of the
program. It is recommended that teachers select only the activities that complement
(and can be integrated into) their existing theme and/or content aJeaS.
GRADES'TOJ
The recommend. resource for grades I to 3 is:
lJI_ I. VoI._1 MIll (grad< I)
_1.V_I MIll (grad< 2)
lJI_J, V","-I MIll (grad< J)
c_t~tI~nJlro<. (CEO
BIOI. boll/. MitnJpo//UI/IIEst.
M_l1Wb«
RUin
1'IImw: (SU)J5I. 611'
Fax: (SU)JSI-JSJ4
AU'Mr: OfUUllltt c.ffd
eopy,.l>t@/fU
The DimcilQU series is a three-year program designed. for teac:hing french as a
second language to chikben aged six to niDe. This program will help to foster positive
attitudes towards the Freach language and culture, and encourages students 10 express
themselves in French. The primary goal ofDi/flOitov is to develop young chikbm's
comprehension ofthe French Janguage in a happy aunospbere tbal gives tbem
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confidence. There are poems. songs. SIOries. dialogues, games. role--playing and
various craft activities included The components ofDimoi/ou are:
two students textbooks per grade level with colour iUustrations
puppets
cassettes
flashcards
• activity cards
teacher's guide (available in English or French)
activity sheets
student workbooks
evaluation sheets
big books
Activities can be selected from this resource to rQiize the learner outcomes for
grades I to 3. Again, teM:hm Deed not complete all components of the program. It is
recommended that they preview all units. and select onJy the activlbcs appropriate for
their students.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES
While PirouJi and Dimollou are the two basic commercial resources
recommended for the primary Core Frmch progrun, the following n:soun:es may
also be used to supplement. reinforce and/or enrieh the program. As supplementary
resources they can be used to provide extra help for snadent1 having problems with
French.. or they can be used to enrich the experiences of students who excel.
Bonjour lei A_is! (Volumes 1,2 and 3)
French Made Easy for Children
Monterey Home Video
100% Educational Videos Inc.
4921 Robert J. Matthews Pkwy Stc 2
EI Dorado Hills. CA 95762
1 - 800 • 483 • 3383
ISBN 1223-34101-3
Comn.htl@l993
Pot·Pourri ~ D,.1td m
Copp Clark Pittman Ltd.
Copyright@I990, 1993, 1995
Commelllt~ ....?
Muffin Record Co. Ltd.
238 Davenport Rd, #348
Toronto, Ont. M5R 1J6
(416)-927-7636
Authors: Matt Maxwell
Janet Politi Berni
Copytight@ 1986
IdftI Pratiqua po.r II ClaM de
Fra.~is
Mary Glasgow Publications Ltd.
The Resource Cc:ttm
P.O. Box 190
Waterloo. Ont. NU 3Z9
ISBN 0-920701-40X
Convri.htrall991
"
This is a set of 3 videotapes that contain
both English and French. They are
interactive and require children to
respond to and/or repeat French
expressions, songs and vocabulary in
French. They are intended for students
aged four to nine, and are suitable for all
prinwy gndes.
This is a set of3 videotapes that present
songs, stories, dialogue, and vocabulary
in French. They are suitable for grades 2
acel3.
This is a collection ofstudent activity
sheets that include vocabulary for many
topics. Some of the activities are too
difficult for primary students but could be
modified for usc in grade 2 or 3, and used
as a shared resource for primary and
clementllrv core French.
This is a cassette tape ofchildren's songs
sung in French. There is a teacher's
guide to accompany the songs that
includes oral and written activities,
music, visual and plastic aN, drama,
dance, and gencral activities. Some
activities may be too difficult for primary
students, but they could be modified for
use in pades 1 to 3. The tape could be
used as a shared resource for primary and
elemcnlJml core French.
This is a book ofrqxOOucible activity
sbccts. Some activities may be too
dilli<:uIt for primacy students, but they
could be modified for use in grades I to
3. The book: could be used as a shared
resource for primary and elementary core
F_h.
Bibliobus - Colltctio. A
Prograame de Lechtre at Frall(ail
Mary Glasgow Publications Ltd.
An imprint of Stanley Thomes Ltd.
Ellenborough House
Wellington Street
Cheltenham, GLSO IYO
~=~~5~9:-9
Jacquot. 0. Ch••1e et o. IlCMlge
Musique-&utions Jacquot
Musique et Marche
C.P. 68, Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue. Que.
H9X3L4
(Available from Moyer'slScholar's
Choice)
Fr..~.is pour Debutllab
Jordan Music Productions Inc.
Succursale M, C.P. 160
Toronto, Ont. M6S 4T3
ISBN 1-89552344-3
Copyright@ 1993
(Available from Moyer'slSc:holar's
Choice
Folies P~iqHS•••et pia
Jordan Music Productioos Inc.
Succursale M, C.P. 160
Toronto, Ont. M6S 4T3
ISBN 1-895523-44-3
Copyright@ 1992
(Available from Moyer'slScholar's
Choice)
leI'. SiaC..d Larll iD Fmclt
by Matt Maxwell
Passport Books
NTClContempotary Publishing Group
ISBN 0-780844-214542
~~:~~~Ie from Moyer'slScbol8l's
8J
This is a reading libmy in a box
containing 2 sets of2S reading booklets.
S colour-coded level answer cards, 1
pupil activity book., 1 leathers guide, and
cassette tapes. This resource could be
used by students who excel in French and
need enrichment
This is a cassette tape ofFrcnch songs
accompanied by a reproducible activity
book. Suitable for grades 2 and 3. It
could be used as a shared resource for
primary and elementary core FmtCh.
This is acassctle tape ofFrench songs
and a teacher booldet. The booklet
provides the words fOf the songs, as well
as activities to accompany each song.
Suitable for grades I to 3.
This is a cassette tape of French songs,
accompanied by a booklet with the words
for the songs. Suitable for all primary
grades.
This is a collection of 12 songs that will
belp students Ieam basic vocabuI.." and
protIunclabOIt A songbook thai contains
the melodies, chords., and French lyrics
accompanies it. Suitable for aU primary
grades.
Teac::b Me Frndl
Teach Me Tapes Inc.
9900 8ren Rd. E.• 81-100
Minnetonka, MN 55343-9664
ISBN 0-934633-26-6
(Available from Moyers/Scholar's
Choice)
A Bit of Everythiag
by Liza Semett
T.S. Denison and Company Inc.
Minneapolis, MN SS43)
ISBN 0-5I3<l2064<l
Copyright@ \99\
(Available from Moyer'slScholar's
Choice
Tbe FreKh TeK~'sIIookorum
by George Giannetti
Teacher's Discovery
274\ Paldan
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
ISBN \-884473-21 <l
Copyrigh\@\997
(Available from Moyer'slScholar's
Choice
V.riousTitles
S & S Learning Materials
15 Dairy Ave.
Napanee, Ont. K7R tM4
(Available from Moyer's/Scholar's
Choice)
Frellch • Elaantary
A Homework Booklet· Le¥d I
Instructional Fairlnc.
ISBN 0-88012-990-5
Copyright@ 1993
(Available from Moyer'slScholar's
Choice)
"
This is a cassette tape accompanied by a
teacher's guide. The reproducible guide
provides activities and cultural
information. Suitable for grades 2 and 3.
It could be used as a shared ~urce for
primary and elementary core French.
This is a book that is divided into 13
units. It provides games, activities. and
cue cards. Suitable for all primary
grades.
This is a ~how to" resource book - how to
tcaeh and learn a new language. There
arc 4 sections that offer reproducible
infonnation. hints. and activities for oral
and written work. Suitable for all
teachers ofsecond languages.
This resource cootains reproducible
curriculum units in French covering the
following topics: alphabet. Hallowcen.,
Thanksgiving, Christmas. Easter,
scasotlS, Canada, School, Food,
Numbers. Colours, Time, House, Months
and more. Units are available for all
IJttadel.....\s.
This reproducible book is put ofa two-
book series designed to help students
Ieam Freneh. It includes picture
association and pronunciation guides, as
well as cultural informatiOll about Franc:e
and Canada. It requires students to write
words and is suitable for grade 3. It could
be~ as a shared resource for primary
and elementarY core French.
Cuunl de QKbec:
Tralco Educational Seviccs
Refercnoe Number 905721
Available on-line at:
http://www.tra.lco.comInew_sitelourJll.O
ductslvideos index.hem
F~"c.uda
Pidlares alld Stories elOW Qwbec
by Hazel Boswell
The Canadian Publishers
~;::~~rnla:~tC\\Vd Limited
Laraiac Abo•• QHbec
Canada Rainbow Series
GLe/Silver Burdett Publishers
~::J~~:~:9~70-7
Bello Qttebec
by Elma Schemenauer
Canada Rainbow Series
GLClSilver Burden Publishm
~~~t8~~i:2-l1
Hdlo Moetrall
by Elma Schemenaucr
Canada IWnbow Series
GLClSilver Burdett Pubtishers
~~Oi8~~~1
Dan Yc* Sen JoeepIIiH!
by Srephane Poulin
Tundra Books
~o~~O.~t~~:-1
en YH C.teb J..,..?
by SICphane Poulin
Tundnl Books
ISBN O-Sm6-19S-4
Copyright@1987
IS
This is • video that is avaibble in French
aod English. It pro.odes infonnotioo
about activities of the Quebec winter
carnival Suitable for all primary grades.
This is an historical stoIybook about old
Quebec. and the lore oftbc land. It
contains 7S~ It mll5t be read by the
teIlchcr. and will require several days for
completion. It is suitable for grades 2
aodl.
This is an infonnation book about
Quebec. The text may be uninteresting
for younger students, but the pictures
~8a~~f:U:s:cUS:=~t=~.
This is an information book about
Quebec. The text may be uninteresting
for younger students. but the pictures
may be used for discussion. It contains
29 pqcs and must be read by the lelcher.
This is an lnformatioD boot about
Moaut:al. The 1Cxt may be ..unteresting(",__bul the pictwu
may be used. for discussion. It contains
29 pqes and must be read by the teIcher.
This is a SIOry about a little girl who lives
in Moatreal. Suit.lble for all primary
grades. Some children in the Late primary
~~ able 10 teId this boot
This is another 5Iory about a lime girl
who lives in Montreal butlbe story takes
p~ in her school. Suitable for all
primary grades. Some children in the late
:'~~.beabletOreadthiS
..
Could Yoa SlOp J.-plliM? This is another story about a little girl
by Stephane Poulin who lives in Montreal but the story takes
Tundra Books place on a farm in the COlIDtry. Suitable
ISBN 0-88776-216-6 for all primary grades. Some children in
Copyright@1988 ~:;:;;:.r.::Jvbe abl. to
Ab! Stile Citl! A ...til•• City ABC This is a picture book about Montreal and
by Stephane Poulin its culture. Every picture holds a series
Tundra Books of words that begin with the same letter.
ISBN 0-88776-175-5 Suitable for all primary grades but must
CoovriRht iQl1985 be read by the teacher.
TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES
The rapid advance ofcomputer technology has infiltrated many ofsociety's
infrastructures, including the education system. The computer has become a 'bicycle
for the mind', providing studenu with the opportunity to move faster. fwther, and 10
see new horizons. Consequently, technology skills have become an important pan of
the curnculwn at most grade levels. This section ofthe program guide presents
software and websites that may be integrated inlo the primary Core French program.
Use of these resources will DOt only supplement and cnri(:h the program., but it will
also provide students with new technology skills aOO'or TCinfon:e those that they have
already acquired.
So[twau
The following table provides a descriplioo ofsoftware appropriate for
integration into the primary Core French program.. as well as recommendatiOllS for its
Co.plete Fratdi
by Transpa=t Lan_
CD-ROM
InsUlal Fmacb 1000 U
by Language Force
CD-ROM
Qtlic:k Shtly Fratdi
by The Learning Company
CD-ROM
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This is a comprehensive coUcc:tion of
Ianguqe-leaming tools 10 sua:essfu]ly
leam French. It strengthens listening
skills wi1h video SOWldlracks and
contains a talking dictionary for OvtT 40
000 words of native speaker sounds.
I..eamers can puticipme in conversations
with sample dialogues. It also contains
readin& wrinoa. VO<Ibulary and
grammar components. Only specific,
bail: putS oflhis CD-ROM are suitabie
for primary children. It can be used as a
shared resounx for primary and
elementanl.
This program utilizes text-Io-speech
technologies by introducing chat in real
time with instant translation. I..earntrs
can speak in English and instantly
uans1aIe into Frencll, and learn correa
pronunciations in real-life situations.
There are also games that ux the brain's
DItUraI abilily 10 am a spoken taasuase
via~ commUllicalion. Only specific,
basic I*IS oflhis CD-ROM are suitable
for primary cbildmL II can. be used as a
shaRd resource for primary and
01..........
This program focuses on the key building
blocks of_08'.e<:ood Iaoguage by
combinjng frequeody used words and
phrases mro a fun, u.er.ctive program.
Learners can. hold inlerw:tive
conversations with onscrecn chancters.
There is a speech ftlCOgDition component
Ibat_and.........
pronunciation. II also contains an online
dictionary, grammar guidebook. a printed
phrase book. and. privale tutor 10 leod
lessons and monitor progress. Only
specific, bISic puts oflhis CD-ROM are
suitable for primary children. It can be
used as a sbated resourtC for primary and
olemenltrv.
KidSpeak l~i..l
by Transparent language
CD-ROM
LIDCuage Now Series· FreK"
by Transparent language
CD-ROM
Real Wortd Ltacucc Series· FrndI
by Knowledge Ad~ture
CD-ROM
..
In this JWOgt8ID, children are exposed to
10 languages: Stmtish. French., ftalian.
Gennan, Japanese, fDdonesian, Korean,
Hebrew, Chinese, and Portuguese. Ie
teaches about 700 words and expressions
per language. There are three levels of
difficulty for most activities. This
program uses an immersion approach via
animated exercises, games and songs. Ie
is appropriate for all primllJY and
elemeubrv students.
This is an immersive, comprehensive
program to teacb French. Language
instruction is presented through video
sequences, articles, vocabWllJY games,
and a dictionary. Learners can record
their own voice and compare it to the
pronunciations ofa native speaker. This
is intended for children aged twelve and
older but could be used to enrich the
experiences of primaty students who
excel in French. It can be used as a
shared resource for primary and
el........N.
This program immcnes children in a real
world setting and teaches the: language
basics of more than l200 words using no
English instruction. Children learn as
they play, with occasional help from a
built-in 'sman' dictionary. There are four
levels of play, seven types ofactivities
and tbrcc arcade games. Learners can
record their own pronunciations and
compue them to those ofnative speakers.
This program is intended for children
aged eleven and older but could be used
to enricb the experiences ofprimary
students who excel in French. It can be
used as a shared resource for primary and
el............
Triple Play PI.· FlUId.
by Syracuse Language Systems
CD-ROM
LearD to Speak Frueb 8.0
by The Learning Comp8Jly
Tbe lUtyth. of FreKIl
by NAS Software !ne.
CD-ROM
Rosetta Stolle· Frndl
by NAS Software lnc.
CD-ROM
"
This program combines voice
recognition. games. reading, grammar.
and vocabulary practice. There are tJuee
modes of play: aural. reading, and
spca:h, and there are three levels within
each mode. Some pllrtS oflhis CD-ROM
are suitable for primary children. It can
be used as a shared resource for primary
and elementary.
This program is interactive and uses real
world conversation simulations. speech
recognition, and recordIpiayback. It is a
penonaIlzod. learning system that otTers a
pre-assessment test, a customized study
plan, subject-specific study topics. and it
tracks progress. It also allows exclusive
online access to intenlCtive lessons,
language study groups, and a personal
Ntor. Only specific. basic parts of this
CD-ROM are suitable for primary
children. 11 can be used as a shared
resource for MIIUlnI and elementarv.
This is a French Pronunciation Course: for
English Speakers thai teaches accent·ftce
Frencbproounciarion. Itisacomputer-
assisted language leaming course that
helps correct errors typically made by
English speakers. Only specific. lMasic
parts of this CD-ROM are suitable for
primary childJen. It can be used as a
shared resource for primary and
elementarv.
This is a program designed by teachers
and students that takes students from
early beginner to tdvanced levels using
different excreises and 1e(:bnjques. such
as voice recording, dictatioos, tutorials.
scoring and testing. It is intended for
learners aged eight to adult and can be
used as a shared resource for primary and
elemenlarV.
Al"'ia-Qae La..F••
by NAS Software Inc.
CD-ROM
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This program intr'Oduees clUldren to
languages around the world such as:
Spanish, F_h, German, Japonese, and
English. There are dozens of fun,
multimedia versions offamiliar games.
Simple point-and-click picture menus
require no reading, writing or
keyboarding skills. It is appropriate for
all ,,"maw and 01...-;'; studenls.
wm,es
The tollowins table provides a description of websites appropriate for
integralion into the primary Core Freneh JWgram. and recommendations for their
Weblite
A Frencb La..... Site ror IIegi_Hn
http://www.gcocities.com.AthenIIOlympuslIOOIl
The Alphabet
hllpJlclicnel.swarthmore.cdulrire'abcdclaJphabcc.
hlml
V.riGas Topics
Imp:/fwwwJansuaae-
studcnt.comI&enc:h/lnmUmenu.shtmi
Dacri '.This website provides simple words and
phrases, as well as their pronunciation
through wa.... files and text. Topics
include: basic words/phrases, numbers,
months, verbs, and around the house.
Suitable for mimarv students.
This website provides pronunciation of
the letters ofthe a1pbabet through way.
files and text. There is also a link to
exercises usins the letters oCtile alphabet.
Suitable for Drimarv students.
This website provides simple words and
phrases, as well as their pronunciation
through wav. files and text. Topics
include: greetings, around the house.
daily routine, town &; country, at work or
school. numbers. the calendar, holidays.
eating out, shopping, uavel, good health,
and grammar. Suitable for the upper
I nrinwv ll1lIdes.
VuioaTopics
bttp:J'-.~
SlUdaa.~IIlda.."
Listell A Speak So.e Frndi
http://www.r:urope-hna.r:otflI~s/lIrnI
FreDCIi VocalHllary aM ''''.lI(iI...
hnp:/lffench.about.comIbomeworIu'&mcMibraryl
beginlbl_begin_voeab.htm
T....._ E-._10 QoctIec
bnp:J~ltuR.lbouLooWe»ItoftJlieDcbcuJlu
re'l.ibflrylweddylu040299....
'I
This website provides simple 'oWCds and
pIuues Ind the;, pronunc..... rhroug!I
way. files and text. Topics incl.
talking about you and your family.
buying stuff. and going to the seaside.
Suitable for the .
This website provides simple words and
pIuues Ind the;, proounc..... rhroug!I
way. files and IeXl There are many
==~==.;~This website provides simple words and
phrases and their pronlIN:iation through
way. files and text Topics include:
a1pbabet, basics. body. calendar. colours.
dates, family, food, greetings.
introductions. numben. on the phone.
politeness, time, travel vocab, and
weather. Suitable for upper primary
grades. It is also suitable as a resow-ce
for teachers and bas many links to other
=-::c~~e:-~~'
This website provides culturalinf.........__ mealslnd
o.-ns mQucbc<. The reading level
will be too difficult for mosc primary
....... bot could be used by _ben.
nus is a peat infonnatioll site for
te8Chers with many links to other French
cuiruraJ items, such as: Acadia,
events/festivals, food/recipes, holidays,
music traditions and more.
Appeo4U
tVALVATION CHECKLISTS
The following checklists can be used to eva.luate artiNdiDal. cuJtwal and
linguistic outtomes using the ratins scaIcs provided.
AltitJuIiMJ lJwqwr CIwdIIIr
The criteria to assess attitudinal 0UIC0mCS should be rated on the following
scale:
C • COD!iste.tly - displays the attitudinal outcome consistendy
F - Freqlletltly - displays the attitudinal outcome frequently
B • BqiDDiD. - is beginning to display the attitudinal oU!comc
N - Not Yet Evidnt - is noC displaying the attitudinal outcome
NA - Not Applicable· the attitudinal outcome has not been taught
1. Shows enthlWasm for Ic.ming aDd. speaking FfenCh
2. Contributes to the ovcnll classroom Itmosphere by pu'tic:iJ*ing in French-
relatedactivitics
3. Understands thIt making errors is put ofleuning
4. Displays risk-laldng bebavicn
S. Is not intimidakd by the sound oftbe Frmcb languqe
6. Understands that it is possibte to leam a DeW language
7. Displays a desire to communicate in French
8. Feels comfortable in a French Ianauagc environment
9. Gmtefully ac<eplS coneclions .. _Wi"" ODd mconin& made by !be
teacher
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C,.ltMNJ l.JHtcgM ci«tlia'
The criteria 10 assess cultural outcomes should be rated on the following scale:
C - COllSiste-tly • displays the culturaJ ouIcome consistendy
F • Frequently· displays the cultural outcome frequently
B • Regiaai_•• is beginning to display the cultural OUIc:Ome
N· Not Yd ["ideal - is not displaying the culrural outc:ome
NA • Not Applieable· the cultural ol.OO)me has not been taught
RatiH
I. Has a developing notion ofwhat language is and how it is used
2. Knows that people allover the world do not speak the same language
4. Realizes that there are French newspapers, magazines, television,
radio stations movies.. and c:omooter lames
5. Knows that some people in Newfoundland and Canada speak French
6. Familiar with some of tile culturaJ differences between. English and French-
,Deakin. oeoolc
7. Understands the tem 'bilingual'
8. Recognizes that there arc other languages in the wond besides English
and French
9. Familiar with some ofthe advantageS ofbeing bilingual
10. Is developing an UDderstanding ofthc term 'culture'
11. Has a basic understaodiog oftbc Freoc:h culture in the Canadian COtdext
Umistic Outcgpw Ck£NfSt
The criteria to assess linguistic outcomes should be rated on the following
scale:
C - Co.shtndy - displays the linguistic outcome consistently
F ~ Freqlleatty - displays the linguistic outcome frequently
B - Begi••iltg- is beginning to display the linguistic outcome
N - Not Vet ["ideat - is not displaying the linguistic outcome
NA - Not Applialble. the linguistic outcome bas not been taught
I. Demonstrates comprehension of basic vocabulary and simple phrases
2. Can carry out some commands used in class and around the school
3. Understands when they ue expected to respond
4. Demonstrates comprebension ofa shon conversation consisting ofbasic
structures and words (w:omD8llied bv oi<tun:sl
s. Can select a sbon pbrase or word tbatcorresponds to a ptetur'e
6. Demonstrates comprehension ofspecific questions
7. Demonstrates comprehension ofa short conversation consisting of besic
structures and words (witbout Dictures)
8. Demonstrates comprehension ofa sbon passage or story read by the
teacher or heard on taPe
9. Can distinguish between English and French via the auditory mode
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latin
I. Responds appropriately to simple questions asked by die teacher
2. Can pronounce the names ofa few familiar ob~ and places around the
school with some nrnficif'1r.V
3. Can pronounce simple phrases with some proficiency
4. Makes attempts to ask questions in French
5. Can ask simple questions in French
6. Can participate in short conversations consisting of basic structures and
words
7. Can make a short statement about a picture, with teacher suppon and
(!1Jidance
8. Can sing along with learned songs
10. Pronounces known vocabulary and simple phrases with increasing
oroficiencv
11. Can make requests in French
12. Can independently make a short statement about a picture although errors
may occur that intcrfcrc with meaninl!
13. Has a near native-like accent
I. Can identity pictures ofsimple objects in French
2 Can respond 10 simple questions in French by pointing to a picture, object
orolace
3. Can follow a short story or conversation with pictures that represent it
4 Can distinguish between words and/or text that are wrioen in English and
those that are written in French
5. Can follow a short story or conversation without pictures that~ it
6. Is able to use a French picture dictionary to locate words
"
aatin
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Appendix B
Department ofEducalion Guidelines for
Primary Core French
The recognized starting point for core French is Grade 4; however, schools
may offer core French from Grade I to Grade 3. The Department ofEdueation will
support school~initiated primary core French programs that meet specific criteria
These criteria have been adopted to cncowage schools and school districts to
implement well.articulated French proarams. Schools seeking dcputmel1lal suppon
for primary core French should submit their proposals 10 the Program Development
Specialist for Core Frel\li:h for approval. ProposaJs should be received by the
Department ofEdueation by AprilJO to allow processing fortbe new school year.
Proposals will be evaluated in accordance with the following criteria.
Pe1'$01IMI· Teachers should have the following qualifications and experience or their
equivalent:
I Education· a degree with specialization in primary or elementary education.
2. Proficiency in French - eipt semester courses in french and a recognized six-
week course at a ftancophone institution.
3. Teaclting French as a Second Language - one course in the theory and methods of
the primary or elementary grades.
4. Teaching ExpcrieDCC. two years minimUlTl., preferably in the primary grades.
PuIJ'OU· Schools should implement primary core French with the intention of
preparing students for more intensive French programs. such as expanded core French
or late immersion.
ArtiCMI(Ilio" - Schools should plan an instructional sequence for Grades 1-6 that
provides for the systematic development and use of language skills and the
development of linguistic knowledge.
Scltetbdilw- In Grades 1-3, children sbouJd have a daily French period ofat least
twenty minutes. The general timclable of C8/;h clau should accompuy a proposal.
The optional Primary Core French Program promotes listening comprehension,
encourages oral production, fosters positive attitudes towards learning Frmch. and
introduces French culture.
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Content is drawn from the cbikkm's world, their knowledge oftbcmsdvcs and their
experience of their lmmediaIc surroundings. Specific topics lnc:ludc: clotbiDg,
numbers. colours.. animals. seasons, sports, holidays. and birtbdays.
The topics are presented directly in Freocb and proYicIe the context for practice of the
language. The Program includes. variety ofactivities. raDeina fiom those prinwily
linguistic(com~ pronUDciation, and repctitioa) to those invotviDg
reinforcement and usc ofFrmch (singins. games, and colouring). The class should
progress from a teae:her-directc:d presentation of new content to srudent-«ntred
practice and use.
AppendixC
PRlMARY CORE FRENCH SURVEY
Please circle or write your responses.
I. Grade level to which you are currently assigned:
a) kindergarten
b) grade 1
c) grade 2
d) gnode 3
2. Do you teach French? (lfno,goto#12and#13)
a) yes
b) no
3. If you teach French in any other classroom besides your own, please indicate
which grade level (circle all that apply).
a) kindergarten
b) grade 1
c) grade 2
d) grade 3
e) elementary (grades 4 to 6)
f) other _
4. How many minutes per cycle do you spend teaching French?
a) 30 to 60 minutes
b) 60 to 90 minutes
c) 90 to 120 minutes
d) 120 to ISO minutes
e) 150 to 180 minutes
f) other _
5. Ate you familiar with tbeelemenWy core French curriculum aDd ouccomes?
a) yes
b) no
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6. Briefly list the topics thai you cover in French at your grade level (ie: numbers.
colours.ctc.)
7 Please list any cornmen:ia.lly produced resources that you use at your grade level.
If you only use p&rts ofa resource please indicate which sections you use.
8. If you use any teacher·made resources. please indicate what they are.
9. Do you feel there is a need for a primary core French cuniculwn pidc which
would indic8lC specific 0UIC0IneS for each grade level and topics to be covered?
a) yes
b) no
10. Do you feel that the resources you cunently usc for French arc adequate?
a) yes
b) no
II. Please list specific resoun:es, ifany, you woWd like 10 obcain (that you do not
currently use) to aid in your teae:biD& of French.
12. If you do not teacb French in your classroom, is it taught by another teacher to
your studenrs?
a) yes
b) no
13. Please ex~ain why French in not Iaughl in your classroom.
Additional Comments:
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Please Note: If you wish 10 provide your name and school address, infomwion about
the results of the survey IDd the completed~ will be mailed 10 you
when they an:: available.
Tacher's N••~:, _
G..de' _
School or Ko." Adtlreu:, _
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Appendix 0
Depu1mcr< ofEducalion Guidelines
Objectives for EIemeDwy Core French
Attitudinal Objtctives
One main goal oftaching a second language is the developmetw ofpositive
anitudes towards the language and the people who speak il A cood anitude is
essenliallO the leamer's suecess. Although the achievemem ofattitudinal objectives
is difficult to nteaSwe, there are indicators that can help detennine the extent to which
these objectives are being achieved:
Students an: enthllSiasti<: about learning French
There is a good classroom atmosphere
Students desire to know more about the fiancopbone way of liCe
Students expcricDcc success in day-IO-day IlCtivities
Students are involved in Iaftsua&c usc
Students derive satisfactjon from ICbievcmcru
Students say that is wouJd be good to know aootber language and p:opJe who
speak it
Cultural Objectives
The achicvanenl ofcultural objectives is also difficult to measure.
Nevertheless,
students should know these cukuraJ. facIs by the end ofgrade 6:
Canada has two official languages, English and French
French-speaking populations are ~tJated in cet"Wn regions ofCanada
There is a Frencb-speakiDa: population in Newfoundland and Labrador
French-spcakins children play games, and like the same things that Englis1J.
speaking children like
Life in French.speakiq 5*ts ofCaaadl is much like life in Engli.sb-speakiDg
pans ofCanada
Cultural ditfcmw;es do exist
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french.speaking pcopte can live cotird)' in their (MlIlanJuage, as can English-
speaking people
French-speaking people bave their own~. mapzines, T.V., aDd r-mo
stations and movies
French is present in our daily lives, as indialcd by labels on prodUCb aod
television programs
It is possible to become bilingual
There are other languages in Canada besides French and English
Canada needs pcopC: who can usc both Frerw;:h and English
Linguistjc Objectives
The main IinlJUistic objectives ofthc Core French Program in Grades 4·6
focus on the development of listening and speaking skills. with the emphasis on
meaning and communication. A minimwn ofso-;. ofclass time shouJd be used to
develop listening and speaking skills. Reading and writing skills are secondary to
listening and speaking skills. they are used primarily fOf reinforcement Tbcrt: is lin!e
formal study of language struc:turc at this level ahbouih tbcR should be some
attention to it in Grade 6. The following linguistic objectives reflect rc:asonabk
expectations ofgeneral studal1 performaoce at the end ofGrade 6.
LUklliq C.-prftnsiN . by the end ofgnde 6, students should be able to:
carry out commands used in the Frencb class
identify a statement describing. picture as eitbtt true or false
select the sentence thI1 corresponds 10 a pie:twe, after lisaenins 10 two sentences of
recombined elemenu from the Program
demonstrate comprebl:nsion ofa sbon~ ofm;ombined elements by
identifying the conetl picture in a series or by answering multiple choice
questions
demonstrate comprehension ofa story read or told by the lcacm by responding
with yes or no to qucstioos based OIl the main points.
Speakiog· By die end ofgrade 6. _ should be able ."
respood 8Jlll'Ol'riately 10 quesnons I<SCd <qUIMly throuabouldle Program
• use Frcocb for most c:ommou classroom requests
[04
accurately pronounce familiar vocabulary and statements
perfonn well in routine classroom activities (ie: diaJogue practice. small-group
work, student-directed activities, pmes)
make one or two appropriate statements in response to a visual. errors will likely
occur, but they should not interfere with meaning
begin a conversation by asking questions or making statements about familiar
situations
Readiag p By the end of grade 6, students should be able to:
accurately read aloud short passages of recombined elements
select the most appropriate completion ofan idea from~ possible endings
• demonstrate general comprehension ofshon pa.ssases of recombined ekmcnts by
selecting the correct picture, word, or phrase in multiple-choice items
Writi.g - By the end ofgrade 6, students should be able to:
• write a sentence that conveys an idea about an appropriate visual, aJthough errors
may occur, they should not be serious enough to impede undersaanding
Integrated Skills· By the end ofgrade 6. students should be able to:
participate spontaneously in soon conversations about common situations
• complete spot dictations based on familiar elements they have seen in print
(Government ofNewfowx1laod and Labrador. Oeputme:nt of Education, Division of
Cwriculumandlnstruction. (1990). u.r.u,.FntfC...._~.)




